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I. Executive summary
In 2021, the Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance (CVGA) secured
funding under Round 1 of the Victorian Government’s Neighbourhood
Battery Initiative to undertake a neighbourhood battery feasibility project
in central and northern Victoria. The project is known as Community
Sparks.
The Community Sparks project is a partnership between CVGA, Hepburn
Energy, Hepburn Shire, Ballarat City, City of Greater Bendigo, Central
Goldfields Shire, Swan Hill Rural City, Mildura Rural City, Mount Alexander
Shire, Gannawarra Shire, and Macedon Ranges Shire. Orkestra Consulting
(formerly Vippy Consulting) were the consultants undertaking the
commercial and technical analyses for the project; Hepburn Energy led
the community engagement phase of the project and developed the
community education materials.
In response to the high interest in neighbourhood batteries from Councils
and communities in the CVGA region, the Community Sparks project
aimed:
1. to undertake a detailed feasibility study that explores the technical,
commercial, regulatory, and social considerations and barriers to
neighbourhood battery implementation; and
2. to produce educational materials and guidelines to equip
communities and Councils in the CVGA region exploring the
feasibility of neighbourhood batteries in their local areas.
To understand barriers to participation, community benefits, and battery
ownership possibilities in the Hepburn Shire, Hepburn Energy undertook a
comprehensive community survey to understand what communities would
and wouldn’t accept when it comes to rolling out neighbourhood battery
solutions. A focus group with 15 community members explored together
the primary findings from the survey.
The following community drivers were identified in the social feasibility
study:




Unlocking more solar export on low voltage distribution
networks that are increasingly constrained;
Increasing the energy independence and self-sufficiency of
communities
Improving network reliability and resilience
1
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Unlocking new financial value for individuals and communities to
help maintain energy affordability

Four locations across the Hepburn Shire were then analysed by Orkestra
Consulting for financial and economic viability taking into account these
community drivers. These locations were selected according to the
following criteria:





They are representative of many locations in the Shire in regards to
hamlet scale (Wheatsheaf), village scale (Lyonville and Glenlyon),
and town scale (Clunes).
Three of these locations were identified by Powercor to be of
interest on account of grid reliability issues in a 2019 study for
Hepburn Z-NET.
Clunes was experiencing the highest solar export limitations in the
Shire.
There were active community groups with a strong desire for
community batteries in Wheatsheaf, Lyonville and Glenlyon. These
areas suffered long-term outages during the 2021 storms.

Two other regional locations, Ballan and Pomonal, were also selected for
analysis in collaboration with the Grampians Power Hub.
118 transformers in the six regional locations, servicing 2,090 homes and
248 businesses, were each subjected to a hundred simulations based on
different solar uptake scenarios, battery sizes, and control profiles,
making a total of 11,800 simulations.

Key findings
1. The network issues identified by communities were corroborated by
the network data. Without network upgrades, the reliability issues
and solar constraints will hamper community aspirations for higher
solar penetration and energy independence;
2. Neighbourhood batteries can offer some soft network benefits and
address some issues identified by the community.
However,
3. No sites were found to be close to being financially viable for a
project developer dependent on wholesale & tariff arbitrage and
FCAS;
4. No sites were found to be economically1 viable even after taking
into account the soft network benefits to the distributor (e.g. by
1By means of determining the financial value of each of the soft network and
sustainability benefits listed in this point.
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reducing the cost of upgrading the network in some instances) or to
end customers (e.g., by enabling new or extra solar capacity), the
increased energy independence to communities, and the improved
grid reliability.
In conclusion, these studies show that neighbourhood batteries
can provide a range of benefits, such as enabling solar, improving
energy independence and energy reliability, but that without
government support the business case is not viable.
The main factors behind the lack of financial and economic viability are
the large Capex and Opex costs of neighbourhood batteries. In some
cases, upgrading transformers to a larger size could address issues like
solar export constraint and energy independence. In addition to obtaining
government support, distributors could also enable neighbourhood
batteries to become more economically viable by making payments in
recognition of the network services they provide, such as delaying grid
upgrades and enabling more solar. Another option for distributors to
support neighbourhood batteries is to release more attractive network
tariffs that would reward energy customers for using locally produced
energy.

3
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Introduction

The Neighbourhood Battery Initiative is a four-year initiative, funded by
the Victorian Government and managed by the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), that involves
community organisations, local councils and industry conducting pilots,
gauging community interest, and demonstrating a range of
neighbourhood battery ownership and operational models in order to
harness the potential of neighbourhood-scale energy storage in Victoria’s
transition to clean energy.
In 2021, the Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance (CVGA) secured Round
One – Stream One NBI funding to undertake a neighbourhood battery
feasibility project in the region. The project is known as Community
Sparks. The Project Steering Group (PSG) comprised Rob Law (CVGA 7/213/22), David Gormley-O'Brien (CVGA 3/22-end), Taryn Lane (Hepburn
Energy (formerly Hepburn Wind)), and Manny Pasqualini (Hepburn Shire).
Powercor is the Distributed Network Service Provider (DNSP) in the region.
CVGA works across Central and Northern Victoria to support local
government with climate change mitigation and adaptation activities.
CVGA represents 13 councils and help them to develop and implement
innovative regional initiatives to benefit their local communities and the
economy.

4
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Figure 1: CVGA region
The Community Sparks project is a partnership between CVGA, Hepburn
Energy, Hepburn Shire, Ballarat City, City of Greater Bendigo, Central
Goldfields Shire, Swan Hill Rural City, Mildura Rural City, Mount Alexander
Shire, Gannawarra Shire, and Macedon Ranges Shire. Orkestra Consulting
(formerly Vippy Consulting) were the consultants undertaking the
commercial and technical analyses for the project; Hepburn Energy led
the community engagement phase of the project and developed the
community education materials.

Motivations and intended approach
Neighbourhood batteries (or community batteries) range from 100kWh to
5MWh and are an energy storage model with the potential to provide
many benefits to consumers, communities and the electricity system.
They have the potential to support more rooftop solar by storing solargenerated electricity during the day and discharging it during the
evenings when demand is highest. They can be owned by electricity
distribution businesses or third parties such as community energy groups,
electricity retailers, aggregators and private investors.2
Communities and Councils across the CVGA region are expressing strong
interest in neighbourhood batteries as a way of addressing multiple
problems and opportunities such as:
2 https://www.energy.vic.gov.au/renewable-energy/batteries-energy-storage-projects/
neighbourhood-batteries

5
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Unlocking more solar on low voltage distribution networks that are
increasingly export constrained;
Addressing equity issues for households who cannot afford solar
and/or batteries;
Accelerating the shift to zero net emissions electricity;
Unlocking new value streams for communities to help manage
energy bills;
Improving local reliability and energy resilience.

The project examined how batteries may offer technical solutions to a
range of network issues, what the commercial viability of each battery is
under different scenarios, what the different commercial/ownership
models might look like and how communities can maximise benefits and
involvement from these models.
The initial project scope was to undertake a comprehensive technical,
commercial and social analysis of five sites within the Hepburn Shire, and
a technical analysis of one site in each of the other partner Local
Government Areas (LGAs). The scope needed to be redefined during the
course of the project due to barriers encountered in availability of network
data at the time but these barriers suddenly evaporated in the 8th or 9th
month of the project when C4NET/Powercor were able to provide our
consultants with network data for each of the 765 transformers in six
regional locations: Glenlyon, Lyonville, Clunes, and Wheatsheaf in
Hepburn Shire and Pomonal and Ballan in adjacent Shires. The volume
and granularity of this data exceeded our expectations and would provide
a far more secure basis for the analysis than originally conceived. The six
rural locations of different sizes and energy needs were selected as
representative models; the idea being that the results of the commercial
and technical analyses of these sites could readily be applied or scaled as
required to other locations in the CVGA region.
Hepburn Shire itself provides an ideal focus area for the study on account
of it having recently developed the Z-NET Community Transition Plan to
reach zero-net emissions by 2030 and the very high uptake of renewable
energy locally. It is anticipated that neighbourhood batteries would have
the capacity to address the problem of emerging grid export constraints
and enable even higher solar uptake. In addition, after the Hepburn fires
of 2019 and storms of 2021, there is a growing community awareness of
the need for a more resilient grid to mitigate outages and ensure energy
security and reliability. These motivations are also being echoed by
Councils and communities in other local government areas (LGAs).

6
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III. Objectives
In response to the high interest in neighbourhood batteries from Councils
and communities in the CVGA region, this project aimed:
1. to undertake a detailed feasibility study that explores the technical,
commercial, regulatory, and social considerations and barriers to
neighbourhood battery implementation; and
2. to produce educational materials and guidelines to equip
communities and Councils in the CVGA region exploring the
feasibility of neighbourhood batteries in their local areas.

7
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IV. Approach
The following is an overview of the method employed in this project. See
the footnotes referring to the appendices for more comprehensive
explanations of the approaches used.

Social feasibility study3
To understand barriers to participation, community benefits, and battery
ownership possibilities in the Hepburn Shire, Hepburn Energy undertook a
comprehensive community survey of over 275 locals, to understand what
communities would and wouldn’t accept when it comes to rolling out
neighbourhood battery solutions. A focus group with 15 community
members explored together the primary findings from the survey.

Technical & commercial modelling – In front of the meter 4
The community drivers for neighbourhood batteries identified in the social
feasibility study provided the basis for framing five key questions to be
addressed in the technical and commercial in-front-of-the-meter
modelling:
1. Is there an underlying need for neighbourhood batteries today?
2. Can neighbourhood batteries address network issues and needs
identified by the community today?
3. Can neighbourhood batteries address network issues and needs
identified by the community in the future?
4. Are neighbourhood batteries financially viable for the project
operator, either today or in the future?
5. Are neighbourhood batteries economically viable for community
stakeholders, either today or in the future?
Four locations across the Hepburn Shire were selected according to the
following criteria as:



They are representative of many locations in the Shire in regards to
hamlet scale (Wheatsheaf), village scale (Lyonville and Glenlyon),
and town scale (Clunes);
Three of these locations – Wheatsheaf, Lyonville and Glenlyon were identified by Powercor to be of interest on account of grid
reliability issues in a 2019 study for Hepburn Z-NET;

3 A full description of the approach used in the social feasibility study can be found in
Appendix A, slides 5-7.
4 A full description of the analysis approach for the front-of-the-meter sites can be found
in Appendix B, pp. 16-24.

8
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Clunes was experiencing the highest solar export limitations in the
Shire;
There were active community groups with a strong desire for
community batteries in Wheatsheaf, Lyonville and Glenlyon. These
areas suffered long-term outages during the 2021 storms.

Two other regional locations, Ballan and Pomonal, were also selected for
analysis in collaboration with the Grampians Power Hub.
Rather than trying to identify specific sites, the PSG requested the
network data for all 765 transformers in these six regional locations. The
network data comprised:





12 months of half-hourly load profile data (import and export);
Transformer nameplate ratings in kVA;
Number of customer connections per transformer;
Number of solar connections per transformer.

Of these 765 transformers, those with fewer than four connections were
filtered out thereby leaving 118 transformers to be modelled. These 118
transformers service 2090 homes and 248 businesses. Of these, 550
homes and 40 businesses have solar.
Each of the 118 transformers was then subjected to 100 simulations
based on:




5 solar uptake scenarios (40%, 60%, 80%, 100% uptake);
5 battery sizes (No battery, 120kWh/36kW, 240kWh/72kW,
480kWh/144kW, 960kWh/288kW);
4 control profiles (Solar charging, delayed solar charging, delayed
solar charging with market triggers, optimisation). See the figure
over the page for a description of the control profiles used in
Orkestra’s analyses.

This resulted in 11,800 hypothetical situations being modelled. The
situations where current solar uptake exceeded the hypothetical scenario
were eliminated, leaving 11,640 hypothetical situations.

9

Figure 2: Control profiles used in this project.
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Viability was assessed in terms of financial and economic. The financial
value of direct revenue sources for the project developer includes:




Network tariff arbitrage – assuming the new Powercor community
battery trial tariff;
Wholesale spot arbitrage;
Contingency Frequency Control Ancillary Services (FCAS).

The economic value5 involves quantifying indirect value streams of
benefits which flow to the community stakeholders including:





Value of soft network capacity to the distributor; e.g. avoiding the
cost of upgrading the network;
Value of soft network capacity to the end customer e.g. enabling
more solar capacity;
Value of energy independence to communities with energy
produced locally and consumed at each transformer that is enabled
by the battery;
Value of improved grid reliability.

For each of these 11,640 hypothetical scenarios, the following financial
and economic criteria were assessed:






15-year simulation of solar and battery activity in 30-minute
increments in order to account for solar and battery capacity
degradation and tariff and market price increase over the project
life;
15-year Net Present Value (NPV) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
outcomes based on future revenues and costs for various services;
Energy independence at the current solar uptake for the
transformer and future penetrations;
Calculation of soft network capacity which is the difference between
the maximum solar exported at the transformer with no battery and
that of a transformer with a battery.

5See Appendix B, pp. 52-54, for an explanation on how the economic values are
calculated.
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Technical & commercial modelling – Behind the meter 6
Three sites – Creswick Hub, Daylesford Town Hall and Kerang Library were chosen for modelling neighbourhood-sized batteries behind the
meter for the purposes of bill savings and providing essential community
back-up power during grid outages.
Each site was modelled with the following scenarios:



Five battery sizes ranging from 13 – 200kWh;
Battery value stack including tariff arbitrage, wholesale arbitrage,
FCAS, solar self-consumption and back-up power.

A generic site was then modelled with an emergency shelter load
providing power, food and shelter for 100 people. The power consumption
was estimated at 134kWh a day in emergency mode, 96kWh of which was
for air-conditioning. Two scenarios were simulated – 20kW PV + 200kWh
of battery storage and 40kW PV + 200kWh battery storage.

Community education resources

7

Based on the social feasibility study and the commercial and technical
feasibility analyses on the transformers in the four locations in the
Hepburn Shire, Orkestra has produced a Neighbourhood Battery
Handbook.
Supplementing the Handbook, other resources have been developed by
Hepburn Energy, in plain language, to help Central Victorian community
groups understand what is involved in advancing and implementing a
neighbourhood battery project. The community education resources
enable local neighbourhood groups to assess whether a neighbourhood
battery would be suitable for their setting, and then the steps on how to
progress. These resources include a decision-making toolkit that enables
groups to scope a project, understand with whom they need to collaborate
and the type of commercial/ownership models available. These resources
are supported by an animation.

6A full description of the analysis approach for the behind-the-meter sites can be found
in Appendix D, slides 7-11.
7 These Community Education Resources involving animated infographics will be made
available on the project resource webpage at https://www.cvga.org.au/communitysparks.html
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V.

Barriers, Challenges and Opportunities

The Community Sparks’ PSG encountered several challenges throughout
the different stages of the project. These can be grouped into four areas:
1. Readjusting expectations of what neighbourhood batteries can and
cannot do;
2. Managing the unforeseen need for PSG members to take personal
leave at critical junctures in the project;
3. Compensating for the initial lack of guidelines in identifying sites for
network and commercial analyses; and
4. Removing obstacles encountered in obtaining the necessary
network data from Powercor in order to perform the analyses.
This last barrier was the most serious and was only resolved at the 2/3
point in the project but, happily, also led to unexpected opportunities
which enabled the commercial and technical analyses to be based on a
much larger and firmer dataset than originally conceived.

Readjusting Expectations
The PSG entered the project with optimistic expectations of the potential
benefits of neighbourhood batteries in addressing network reliability and
increasing the network’s capacity for local renewable energy sources. In
early meetings with Powercor, it became apparent that neighbourhood
batteries might not be a good fit for addressing long-term outages, such
as experienced in parts of Hepburn Shire during the 2021 storms. It would
be highly unlikely that the storage and dispatch capacity of a
neighbourhood-sized battery could be sufficient to meet the load and
distribution requirements of the network over a protracted period of time.
From Powercor’s perspective, there could be other preferred engineering
options available to enhance network reliability; e.g. adding a loop to the
network configuration.
Similarly, Powercor from the start of the project expressed scepticism that
neighbourhood batteries could be financially viable in addressing solar
export and network demand constraints on account of their high Capex.
They drew attention to their solar-enablement program which is already
addressing export restrictions in the region and is expected to continue to
do so over the next five years.
While this attitude from Powercor led to more sober expectations of the
potential benefits of neighbourhood batteries, the PSG decided to conduct
the commercial feasibility research based on a value stack of multiple
services rather than one service alone.
13

Managing unplanned unavailability of PSG members
The Community Sparks’ PSG comprised three people, each of whom had
specialist technical knowledge and experience and all of whom were
essential for the continual progress of the project. This left the team in a
very vulnerable position when a couple of the members, at different but
protracted periods, had to take unplanned personal leave. In hindsight,
adding a new member to the PSG with specialist skills at an early stage
could have ameliorated this situation and perhaps saved some time and
energy in maintaining the project’s original course.

Compensating for lack of guidelines and tools
Identifying in-front-of-the-meter sites to perform analyses is very difficult
without a set of guidelines, criteria or publicly accessible information
about the structure of the electricity grid. As a starting point, Powercor
was requested to provide a network analysis of the CVGA region (the
partner councils) and (surprisingly) identified no opportunities for
addressing network, demand constraints or solar export issues in any of
the Shires except for a small number of distribution substations in
Bendigo, Ballarat and Mildura. Network data was requested for these
substations from Powercor through C4NET but was not forthcoming
despite several attempts.
At this point in the project, March 2022, the PSG were facing the prospect
of trying to undertake a feasibility study based on test data rather than
real network data. This would have reduced significantly the efficacy of
project findings. Therefore, with the intention at this critical time of trying
to extract something useful from this project for the CVGA partners, the
PSG directed the consultants to produce behind-the-meter analyses of
three sites: Creswick Hub and Daylesford Town Hall in Hepburn Shire, and
Kerang Library in Gannawarra Shire. Even though these analyses were
strictly outside the definition of a neighbourhood battery project, it gave
an understanding of how neighbourhood-sized batteries could be
employed in buildings designated as emergency relief centres.
In effect, the guidelines and tools for identifying likely locations for
employing neighbourhood batteries to address network issues, demand
constraints and solar export restrictions, were not made available during
the term of this project. However, there are positive indications now that
the distributor, Powercor, is genuinely attempting to remedy this situation
as a result of their Neighbourhood Battery Initiative project with a guide
on battery site selection criteria and the development of a Network
Visualisation Tool. With these tools, a community group or organisation
can acquire a far more detailed understanding of the electricity network
and the general considerations that need to taken into account with
neighbourhood batteries.
14

Removing obstacles in obtaining network data from Powercor
At the two-third point in the project the guidelines and tools for identifying
potential, individual battery sites were not available and it was looking
increasingly unlikely that we could obtain the network data for modelling
the in-front-of-the-meter sites. However, the situation changed
dramatically in April when C4Net and Powercor had finally worked out the
processes for providing data to the project teams. With the removal of this
barrier, our consultants suddenly had access to the network data from all
the transformers in the four regional locations in Hepburn Shire Glenlyon, Lyonville, Clunes, and Wheatsheaf – as well as Pomonal and
Ballan. The release of this voluminous and comprehensive data afforded
the consultants the opportunity, towards the final third of the project, to
undertake modelling not merely of one location in each township but
rather on 118 largest transformers servicing 2090 homes and 248
businesses, roughly two-thirds of the population in these communities.
This enabled the simulation of 11,640 hypothetical neighbourhood battery
projects.

15

VI. Results and conclusions
Neighbourhood batteries8
Before addressing the financial viability of neighbourhood batteries, it is
worthwhile to identify from the analysis results the benefits they can
provide and in what situations. The analysis shows that benefits from
installing neighbourhood batteries at transformers tend to increase in line
with solar uptake. These benefits can in some situations include:
1. Increasing solar-carrying capacity;
2. Increasing energy independence;
3. Increasing grid resilience.

Benefit 1: Solar-carrying capacity9
Without batteries, most transformers will hit solar hosting capacity limits
as solar uptake increases. Batteries can improve solar hosting capacity in
some situations, most effectively at around 40% uptake. Beyond this, the
solar hosting capacity drops off as the battery size increases, as indicated
by the flattening of the columns in the 60% and 80% solar uptake
scenarios. This is because at high levels of solar uptake the batteries are
too small for the volume of solar energy being exported.
The following figure shows clearly the 40% solar uptake “sweet spot”
where larger batteries running the Optimised control profile can have the
most impact in enhancing the solar-carrying capacity of a transformer.

8For a comprehensive treatment of the results and conclusions from Orkestra’s
neighbourhood battery simulations on the 118 transformers in the six regional locations
see Appendix B, pp. 30-59.
9See Appendix B, pp. 39-42.
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Figure 3: Number of transformers at maximum solar carrying capacity, by
increasing solar uptake and battery sizes

Benefit 2: Energy independence10
On the other hand, the analysis show that, in some situations, a relatively
small battery installed at the transformer will dramatically improve its
energy independence as the solar intake increases. The following diagram
shows that a 120kWh battery at 100% solar uptake will increase the
average energy independence of a transformer from 48% to 78% (in
certain circumstances energy independence levels of up to 100% can be
achieved).

10See Appendix B, pp. 42-43.
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Figure 4: Energy independence

Benefit 3: Grid resilience11
The analysis shows that as solar uptake rises to 40%, a 120kWh battery
installed at the transformer will have a 5% to 24% likelihood of meeting a
8-hour grid outage event. This increases from 17% to 48% likelihood at
100% solar uptake. The ability to meet back up power requirements is
also contingent on the load capacity of the transformer.
The following two figures show the increase in grid resilience of different
transformer load capacities and different control profiles at 40% and
100% solar uptake.

11See Appendix B, p. 44.
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Figure 5: Grid resilience at 40% solar uptake

Figure 6: Grid resilience at 100% solar uptake
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Are neighbourhood batteries financially and economically viable? 12
Financial viability is defined in this project as the ability for a project
proponent to receive a positive net present value of the 15-year project
life from earnings derived from the following activities:


Network tariff arbitrage;



Wholesale tariff arbitrage;



FCAS revenues.

The total economic value of a neighbourhood battery is estimated by
quantifying the following indirect value streams:


Value of soft network capacity13 to the distributor (e.g. by avoiding
the cost of having to replace a transformer to the next size up);



Value of soft network capacity14 to end customers (e.g. by enabling
new solar installations that would otherwise be restricted);



Value of energy independence to communities; 15



Value of grid reliability.16

The figure on the next page shows the highest adjusted NPV, taking into
account the financial and economical value streams, of a 120kWh battery
for each of the 118 transformers. As will become immediately obvious,
there is no situation in which a transformer can realise a positive NPV with
a neighbourhood battery, even when taking into account the direct
(financial) and indirect (economic) value streams.

12For the algorithms and assumptions used to determine direct and indirect value
streams see Appendix B, pp. 45-58.
13Soft network capacity value to distributors is calculated as the total cost of upgrade
divided by the difference between the upgraded transformer size and the previous size.
For example, if the total cost of upgrading a 10kVA transformer to 25kVA is $15,000 then
the soft network capacity value is $15,000/(25-10) = $1000 per kVA. See Appendix B, p.
52.
14Soft network capacity to end customers is the savings that a customer would obtain in
installing a 6.6kW PV system that would not otherwise have been installed without a
neighbourhood battery. See Appendix B. p. 53.
15See Appendix B, p. 54.
16See Appendix B, p. 54.

20

Figure 7: Adjusted NPV for each of the 118 transformers

21

Best neighbourhood battery projects in each regional location based
on NPV17
From the preceding figure on the highest adjusted NPV for each of the 118
transformers, the following best project in each regional location was
identified, assuming the following:


A battery size of 120kWh at the transformer;



The battery is controlled using the Optimisation algorithm



The battery provides additional economic value.

Figure 8: Best project in each of the six regional locations

17 See Appendix B, pp. 59-67 for a technical overview, financial summaries, and the
social/economic benefits for each of these best project batteries.
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How well do neighbourhood batteries meet community drivers?
The following community drivers were identified in the social feasibility
study18:





Unlocking more solar export on low voltage distribution
networks that are increasingly constrained;
Increasing the energy independence and self-sufficiency of
communities
Improving network reliability and resilience
Unlocking new financial value for individuals and communities to
help maintain energy affordability

The community drivers from the social feasibility helped to focus on the
key questions which formed the framework of the in-front-of-the-meter
study in the four regional locations in Hepburn Shire – Glenlyon, Lyonville,
Wheatsheaf and Clunes – as well as Pomonal and Ballan in adjacent
Shires. The answers from the study are as follows:19
1. Is there an underlying need for neighbourhood batteries
today?
Short answer: potentially, yes.
The interval data provided by Powercor supports anecdotal evidence
from the community suggesting that restrictions in solar export and
issues with grid reliability could potentially be resolved by a battery.
a. 14% of transformers are at or near their solar hosting
capacity;
b. The weighted average energy independence was calculated to
be only 24%;
c. The average extended grid outage was found to be 8 hours
+/- 0.5 hours over the 12-month period.
2. Can neighbourhood batteries address network issues and
needs identified by the community today?
Short answer: neighbourhood batteries provide some benefit but are
overall an expensive solution and, in some cases, ineffective.
Analyses showed that batteries could improve:
a. Sometimes solar hosting capacity but only at 3 of the 16
constrained transformers;
18 See Appendix B, pp.25-58, for a full description of the results of the front-of-the-meter
analyses.
19 See Appendix D, slides 12-55 for discussion on the analysis results on the three
behind-the-meter sites and generic emergency shelter.
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b. Marginally energy independence but most solar currently
exported is being absorbed by the other non-solar homes and
businesses connected to that transformer;
c. Greatly the grid reliability but is highly subject to the control
algorithm selected.20
3. Can neighbourhood batteries address network issues and
needs identified by the community in the future?
Short answer: Neighbourhood battery can, in some situations,
address network issues and needs identified by the community.
Analyses show that:
a. Without batteries, most transformers will hit solar hosting
capacity limits as solar uptake increases;
b. With large neighbourhood batteries, transformers have an
optimum solar hosting capacity at 40% solar uptake. Beyond
this, solar hosting capacity drops off;
c. Relatively small batteries can however substantially improve
energy independence and support grid resilience as solar
uptake increases;
4. Are neighbourhood batteries financially viable for the
project operator, either today or in the future?
Short answer: Not without government support.
Of the 11,640 simulations of earnings from network tariff arbitrage,
wholesale tariff arbitrage and FCAS revenues showed that no
projects were able to break even financially and, in most cases, did
not earn enough to cover even the operating costs.
5. Are neighbourhood batteries economically viable for
stakeholders, either today or in the future?
Short answer: Not without government support. Even by quantifying
the soft network benefits to the distributor (by removing the need in
some cases to upgrade the network) or to end customers (e.g., by
enabling new solar capacity), the energy independence to
communities, and the improved grid reliability, no sites were found
to be economically viable for the greater community. In some cases,
it is more cost effective to upgrade a transformer to a larger size.
In effect, none of the 11,640 hypothetical projects were able to deliver on
all the community drivers at the one time, but there are some scenarios
where neighbourhood batteries can indeed provide a range of
20See Figure 2 on page 10 for a description of the control profiles used. The simplest
control profile of solar charging leads to maximised energy independence, while the
more complex optimization profile tends to a maximised economic return.
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benefits, such as enabling solar, improving energy independence
and energy reliability. With each of these latter scenarios, the business
case is not viable without government support in terms of funding.
The main factors behind the lack of financial and economic viability are
the large Capex and Opex costs of neighbourhood batteries. In some
cases, it may be more cost effective simply to upgrade the transformers
to a larger size in order to address issues like solar export constraint and
energy independence. Distributors could also enable neighbourhood
batteries to become more financially and economically viable by making
payments in recognition of the network services they provide, such as
delaying grid upgrades and enabling more solar. Another way for
distributors to support neighbourhood batteries is to release more
attractive network tariffs that would reward energy customers for using
locally produced energy.
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Neighbourhood-sized batteries on community buildings
Modelling neighbourhood-sized, behind-the-meter scenarios suggests
that:21





Daylesford Town Hall is a potentially viable location if 20kW more
new solar with a 200kWh battery can be added; the site can be
switched to time-of-use tariffs; and back-up power is the driver;
Kerang Library, like Daylesford Town Hall, is not currently viable for
a battery based on financials alone. However, Kerang has roof
capacity for additional 20kW solar PV which would improve the
financial return and make the site financially viable for sizes up to
50kWh under market-facing tariffs. Solar and battery could
substantially increase the energy independence of the site to 5070%. Back-up power can be provided reliably for 1-2hrs all year
round with a 50kWh battery;
Creswick Hub does not present a financially or sustainability viable
site for a neighbourhood-sized battery.

In general, over-sizing solar and selecting time-of-use tariffs with arbitrage
opportunities are both important for driving battery economics. Bigger
batteries coupled with solar PV provide more back-up power coverage.
In this vein, depending on the needs of a generic emergency
shelter and the time of year, the analysis shows that a solar and
battery system (with back-up and islanding capability) could
adequately provide multiple days of essential back-up power for
most of the year without requiring a generator.

Next steps
At the conclusion of this project, CVGA will focus on promoting the
animation and community education materials produced by Hepburn
Energy through CVGA member Councils and community groups. These
materials will help organisations interested in exploring community
batteries to understand what is involved in advancing and implementing a
neighbourhood battery project. The community education resources
enable any local neighbourhood group to assess whether a neighbourhood
battery would be suitable for their setting, and then the steps on how to
progress.
CVGA also has a twelve-month subscription to Orkestra’s analysis
software that will enable community groups in the region to model
behind-the-meter neighbourhood battery applications.

21 All participants of the survey were invited to be members of the Focus Group. 15
participants expressed their interest to do so.
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Hepburn Energy and Hepburn Shire Council will be running community
engagement sessions in the Hepburn Shire to determine next steps.
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Appendix A
Social Feasibility Study - Hepburn Energy

Community Sparks
Social Feasibility

Introduction: Community Sparks
The Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance (CVGA) has been funded to plan community
batteries across the Hepburn Shire as part of State Governments’ Neighbourhood Battery
Initiative.
This project, called ‘Community Sparks’ seeks to:
●
●
●
●

assess the technical feasibility of community battery sites in the Shire and assess one
site in several partnering LGA’s
work on a decision-making tool for regional communities interested in batteries
conduct social feasibility across the Hepburn Shire
produce community education materials, drawing on technical and social feasibility
results

Project Lead, Partners & Funders
Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance is the project lead for
Community Sparks. They work across Central and Northern Victoria
supporting climate change mitigation and adaptation activities.
Hepburn Energy (formerly Hepburn Wind) is a community-owned
co-operative wind farm located on Leonards Hill, with over 2000
members.
The Hepburn Shire Council is the LGA and has as a strong background
delivering and collaborating on projects to improve local sustainability.
Department of Environment, Land Water and Planning is the
State Government body funding the Neighbourhood Battery
Initiative.

Project origins: Hepburn Z-NET
Hepburn Z-NET is a collaborative partnership
bringing together community groups, experts and
Council to shift the Hepburn Shire to zero-net
energy by 2025 and net-zero emissions by 2030.
Hepburn Z-NET found that battery storage would
be critical to help the shire reach zero-net energy
and address grid reliability issues.
This is because the Shire has relatively low capacity
on the distribution network, particularly around
Glenlyon, Trentham, Lyonville and Wheatsheaf.
Additionally, towns like Clunes already have too
much solar.

Solutions being considered
Various technical solutions may be viable in diﬀerent locations, oﬀering diﬀerent beneﬁts
tailored to the needs of that community. In general these battery systems would oﬀer one
or more of the following:
●
●
●

Improved network capacity
Improved energy independence
Improved energy market participation

In terms of scale and grid placement, these batteries would be:
●
●

between 100kWh - 1MWh
on the transformer level

Solutions other than front-of-the-meter community batteries may make sense for some
communities. These alternatives could include microgrids, transformer upgrades and
behind-the-meter solutions.

The social component
As part of the Community Sparks project, we’re eager to learn more about community
interests and needs. To do this Hepburn Energy is delivering the social feasibility
component of the project, including:
●

●
●

Social feasibility study, including:
○ a detailed survey with >250 respondents
○ a focus group with 15 participants
Community engagement on social and technical feasibility ﬁndings
Community education resources

The following report summarises the ﬁndings from the survey and focus group, highlighting
community priorities, areas of concern and gaps in knowledge.
These are used to make recommendations about community education materials and how
best to present ﬁndings back to the community.

Social feasibility partners
Hepburn Energy’s work on this project was supported by the State Government’s Community
Power Hubs program. The co-operative is delivering the ‘Hepburn Branch’ of the Grampians
Community Power Hub, which is led by Ballarat based sustainability group, BREAZE Inc.
Hepburn Energy was also supported by their research partner University of New South
Wales in this process.

Social Feasibility

Survey Findings

Learning about
survey respondents
This next section presents results on who ﬁlled in the survey,
their use of and knowledge of energy and eﬃciency tools and
their wider energy system understanding.

Survey respondents
There was a total 273 respondents with
27 being ineligible to complete the
survey due to living outside of the
Shire.
Slightly more women participated than
men, at 55% to 44% respectively and
most were in the 50s or 60s.
Over two thirds of respondents owned
or rented a residential or holiday
property in the Hepburn Shire.

Respondent towns
Respondents came from 39 towns,
with the greatest representation from
Daylesford (57), Creswick (27),
Trentham (26), Glenlyon (22), Clunes
(21) and Hepburn (16).
The ‘Other’ category combines 23
towns, with the largest of these being
Lyonville (7) followed by Wheatsheaf
(5), and Muskvale, followed by several
small towns only drawing between 3
and 1 respondents.

Energy & energy efﬁciency: residents
Close to one third of respondents
had solar (33%), followed by electric
appliances to move oﬀ gas (23%), hot
water solutions including both heat
pumps (12%) and solar (9%), as well
as heat pumps for heating and
cooling (8%).
Some respondents also had energy
monitoring devices (6%), battery
storage (5%), electric vehicles (2%)
and ‘Other’ energy and eﬃciency
devices (2%).

Energy & energy efﬁciency: businesses
Hepburn Shire business respondents
had a strong uptake of solar (38%)
and electric appliances (24%).
The next most reported energy and
eﬃciency applications were heat
pump hot water systems and electric
vehicles, both at 9%.
And 5% of respondents had battery
storage, heat pump heating and
cooling or ‘Other’ energy appliances.

Energy system understanding
Roughly one third of respondents said
they had a good understanding of the
energy system, with slightly fewer
people saying their understanding was
‘ﬁne’.
18% believed they had a really good
understanding, and another 18%
selected their understanding as poor or
that they didn’t understand it.

Demand management: awareness/use
Almost half of our survey
respondents were unaware
of demand management
device’s.
12% were already using
them and 43% were
interested in them.

Time of Use Tariffs: awareness/use
Half of our survey respondents
did not know what a Time of
Use Tariﬀ was.
22% said they preferred their
current tariﬀ and 19% would
like to switch.

The climate context
and resilience
●
●
●

142 respondents were in a ﬁre-prone area
91 respondents had been aﬀected by severe storms
16 by severe ﬂooding

Respondents were hopeful about the impact of community batteries:
●
●

92% thought they could help our Shire reach zero-net by 2030
81% of respondents thought they could improve climate resilience

Blackouts and brownouts
Blackouts were reportedly highest in Lyonville, Clunes and Glenlyon.

Social Feasibility

Survey Findings

Learning about
beneﬁts and responsibility
This next section presents results on what beneﬁts respondents
thought were important and how beneﬁts should be distributed.
We also see who respondents thought should own or be responsible
for community batteries and why.

Important beneﬁts
Beneﬁts like progressing Hepburn Z-NET, improving resilience, increasing
self-suﬃciency and carbon savings were ‘Very important’ to respondents. Enabling
more households to add solar and ﬁnancial beneﬁts were more frequently just
‘important’.

Important beneﬁts
More respondents prioritised ﬁnancial savings for people in need. This was
followed by a desire to see a combination of need based, individual and community
ﬁnancial beneﬁts. But the least priority was given to community saving money.

Important beneﬁts
Almost half of our respondents
wanted to see beneﬁts both to the
geographical community and those
who ‘signed up’.
This was followed by only wanting
the geographical community to
beneﬁt (43%) and then ﬁnally just
those who signed up (8%).

Beneﬁt distribution
41% of respondents prioritised
vulnerable groups including
people on low incomes, older
people and people with
disabilities.
23% wanted residents or
everyone in the community to
beneﬁt. 12% wanted community
services, facilities and NGOs to
beneﬁt.

Responsibility and ownership
Respondents prioritised community organisations and enterprises both for owning and
being responsible for community batteries, followed by distributors.

Reasons for responses
26% of respondents wanted to avoid
retailers and companies based on their drive
for proﬁt and further privatisation of the
energy market. 24% believed that community
organisations better prioritised local needs.
Respondents also listed a general preference
for community or NFP management (12%)
and several believed distributors had better
expertise and were more viable (9%).
Other key themes include trust, localness,
control, agency and accountability.

Ownership and democracy and democracy
●

●

74% of respondents believed there was
appetite for community ownership, 22%
were unsure
65% of respondents were in favour of
democratic processes to decide who
ﬁnancial beneﬁts were distributed

Social Feasibility

Survey Findings

Learning about
communications & concerns
This next section presents results on how respondents would
prefer to be communicated with in a community battery as well
as their concerns regarding this technology.

Communications frequency
Close to 50% of respondents
preferred fortnightly or monthly
communications, followed by daily
(when supported by an app/online
platform), 12% just wanted it to work
without requiring communications
and 10% preferred annual or
biannual timeframes.

Communication platforms
To communicate with the battery
34% preferred apps or online
followed by emails (30%). 22% would
like discounts to be applied to their
bills and 10% were unsure.

Main concern areas
18% of respondents were concerned
about cost and feasibility while 14% said
they didn’t hold any concerns. Some
were concerned that management and
governance may be complex (14%). While
12% were concerned about equity in
both access and use.
Other themes included sustainability
concerns (8%), amenity and safety issues
(8%), eﬀectiveness (7%) and more.

Social Feasibility

Focus Group Findings

The Focus Group
This next section presents thematic results from the focus
group meeting. This meeting was composed of 15 community
members and delved deeper into primary ﬁndings from the
survey.

Individual vs universal beneﬁts
While the survey highlighted a strong preference for more universal beneﬁts, in focus
groups there was a clear divide between those who wanted a clear ﬁnancial reward, vs
those who were satisﬁed with non-ﬁnancial or distributed ﬁnancial beneﬁts.
For example, one participant discussed their personal investment in solar and energy
eﬃciency and was worried that others may unfairly draw from the battery, taking more
than their fair share. Would they have to subsidise other residents who had not taken such
action?
Where as a proponent of more public beneﬁts emphasised that they was willing to forgo
some ﬁnancial reward if it meant that those worst oﬀ in the community were paying less.
Others articulated that distributed beneﬁts such as, greater reliability of supply, were
valued to a similar or greater extent than ﬁnancial rewards.

Topics needing clarity
Confusion about the energy system
While survey respondents predominantly believed they had a ‘good’ level of understanding
(34%), focus group participants were unfamiliar with some pertinent concepts such the
diﬀerence between front-of-meter and behind-the-meter, and the composition of the grid.
This observation will be critical for the development of community education materials in
the next phase.
Confusion on diﬀerent models
As there are so many potential models for community batteries, participants were eager to
learn more about what speciﬁc approaches might be deployed. Some participants were
fairly aware of subscription models while others suggested rate payment options. There was
general interest in getting more detailed information on these diﬀerent models.

Concerns with community batteries
Concern around volunteer community management
As found in the survey, there was high support for community ownership and involvement
but participants did not want to see management with insuﬃcient technical or
organisational capacity. They raised issues such as capacity to deliver risk management,
insurance and maintaining income streams, particularly in the face of crises. Several
participants proposed Hepburn Energy as a suitable candidate for management.
Could other solutions deliver better outcomes
Another discussion was around the potential for other solutions to provide a cheaper or
more practical solution. For instance, one participant asked if individual household
batteries would potentially be more aﬀordable in some locations or townships. Brieﬂy
comparing these options in the community education resources may be useful.

Local interests
The focus group was held in Glenlyon with most participants coming from this township. In
the survey, Glenlyon respondents highlighted some of the highest blackout rates across
the shire. They held clear concerns around their energy supply and many were
fundamentally interested in community batteries providing greater reliability.
Other participants from diﬀerent townships were more vocal on diﬀerent topics, such as
securing a better price for their solar systems, or other more public beneﬁts.
While only a small group, it is likely that diﬀerent towns will have speciﬁc priorities better
addressed by some models over others. Community education materials may be able to
highlight an outcome (i.e reliability, income for solar owners, generalised savings) so
community members can easily ﬁnd models that resonate with their interests.

Community education
There was a desire for community education resources to be accessible, put simply and
avoiding jargon, using multiple communication channels including newsletters, bulletin
boards, local news and presentations alongside digital platforms such as animations and
graphics for online. Below are some questions participants would like covered by
education resources:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

What is the rough cost of the battery for our community? How realistic is it?
How long would it take to get a grid connection?
What would be the amenity impact? How will it look? Is it messy to install?
Can you increase number of households serviced if demand grows? No. of people involved?
What is happening already? Mapping tech, specs and potential impacts/beneﬁts?
Can we have an islandable microgrid?
What are the diﬀerent models, and some examples of these?
Could Hepburn Energy manage it?
What are the risks to those involved in managing or participating in a community battery?
What other options are there? Could the same outcome be achieved diﬀerently?

Social Feasibility

Key Findings

Context
●
●
●

Lots of community members are vulnerable to the impacts of climate change
Many are experiencing blackouts and brownouts, demonstrating local grid
reliability issues
Diﬀerent issues for diﬀerent townships may aﬀect their preferences for how
and what a community battery addresses

Social Feasibility

Key Findings

Important Beneﬁts
●

●
●
●

The most important beneﬁt for most respondents was addressing climate
change, followed by building resilience, then self-suﬃciency, carbon saving,
solar beneﬁts and lastly ﬁnancial rewards
Out of all beneﬁts, personal ﬁnancial rewards were not as important as others
Many respondents wanted to see financial beneﬁts targeted to those with the
greatest need, i.e people who are socially or economically marginalised
In focus groups some participants felt projects needed to beneﬁt them
ﬁnancially and others were happy with non-ﬁnancial beneﬁts, such as
improved resilience or less blackouts

Social Feasibility

Key Findings

Ownership and Responsibility
●
●
●
●

Community ownership was the most popular ownership arrangement, with
distributors coming second, followed by retailers and then corporations
Typically, most respondents wanted to see little involvement from private
companies or commercial retailers
75% of question respondents believed there was an appetite for community
ownership
65% were in favour of democratic processes to decide on how ﬁnancial beneﬁts
should be distributed

Social Feasibility

Key Findings

Concerns
●
●
●
●

18% of respondents were concerned about cost and feasibility
14% didn’t have any particular concerns
Other concerns included management and governance complexity, furthering
equity issues and sustainability
In focus groups concerns were raised about community management and risks
posed to those involved

Social Feasibility

Recommendations

Community Education Resources
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Assume limited knowledge, avoid jargon and break down concepts
Provide case studies of other models that exemplify diﬀerent concepts
Break up several models based on outcomes i.e reliability, savings etc
Describe possible relationships for management/ownership
Use graphics and diagrams to simply illustrate information

Social Feasibility

Recommendations

Community Education Resources
Based on the recommendations above, we recommend a booklet
on community batteries and the energy system, alongside
graphics and an animation.
The booklet would be comprised of stand alone explainers (i.e
page one on the energy grid, page two on behind/in-front of the
meter) that put together would provide a holistic overview of our
energy system and community battery opportunities.
This could be released with public events to help familiarise
community members with these concepts and models, providing
an opportunity for engagement and further learning.

Thank you!
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Disclaimer
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•

All the information that an investor, participant or potential participant in the
electricity market might require and does not amount to a recommendation of any
investment.

•

Anyone proposing to use the information in this report should independently verify
and check its accuracy, completeness, and suitability for purpose, and obtain
independent and specific advice from appropriate experts.

•

This report or the information in it may be subsequently updated or amended. This
work does not constitute legal or business advice and should not be relied on as a
substitute for obtaining detailed business advice from a specialist.

•

Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by law, Orkestra Technologies Pty
Ltd and its officers, employees and consultants involved in the p reparation of this
document:
o

make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the currency,
accuracy, reliability, or completeness of the information in this report; and

o

are not liable (whether by reason of negligence or otherwise) for any statements,
opinions, information, or other matters contained in or derived from this
publication, or any omissions from it, or in respect of a person’s use of the
information in this report.

© 2022 Orkestra Technologies Pty Ltd, under creative commons license:
CC BY-NC-ND: This license allows users to copy and distribute the material in any
medium or format in unadapted form only, for non-commercial purposes only, and only
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1

Executive Summary

1.1

Purpose of this report

The Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance (CVGA) works across Central and Northern
Victoria to support local government with climate change mitigation and adaptation
activities.
CVGA received funding as part of the Neighbourhood Battery Initiative (NBI) program
run by the Victorian State Government Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP) to investigate the feasibility of potential neighbourhood battery
projects within their local government areas.
CVGA commissioned Orkestra to undertake a detailed analysis of the technical and
economic feasibility of neighbourhood batteries and advise on technical, commercial and
implementation project considerations.

1.2

About this report

This report is the final deliverable as part of this project. It’s divided into two sections:
•
•

1.3

Part A - Analysis: Outlines the findings of our technical and economic feasibility
study of 118 transformers.
Part B - Neighbourhood Battery Handbook: A supplementary report which
outlines technical, economic, commercial and implementation considerations for
CVGA. Designed to be accessible to other neighbourhood battery proponents.

Our analyses approach

Orkestra conducted a technical and economic analysis of prospective neighbourhood
battery sites across 6 small Victorian communities: Clunes, Wheatsheaf, Glenlyon,
Lyonville, Ballan, and Pomonal.
We modelled the feasibility of installing a neighbourhood battery at 118 transformers
owned by Powercor, the local distributor, which services 2090 homes and 248
businesses, covering an estimated two-thirds of the population in these communities.
Using Orkestra’s software, the sites were assessed for a range of b attery system sizes,
control profile regimes, and future solar uptake scenarios to determine how effectively a
neighbourhood battery could present as a solution to meet key community drivers. In
total, 11,640 hypothetical neighbourhood battery projects wer e simulated for a duration
of 15 years.
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1.4

Key findings, recommendations, and next steps.

This analysis uncovered 4 key findings:
Key finding 1:

The underlying issues identified by communities are real and backed
up by the data. Current grid reliability is relatively poor. Without
change, desired community progress towards higher solar penetration
and energy independence will be thwarted by network constraints.

Key finding 2:

Community batteries offer some benefits and to a degree, can solve
issues identified in communities.

Key finding 3:

No sites were found to be close to financially viable for the project
developer, when accounting for direct value capture.

Key finding 4:

No sites were found to be economically viable for the greater
community, when accounting for direct and indirect value capture.

Recommendation 1:
Do not proceed to the next stage of project development of a neighbourhood
battery, unless grant funding makes the project financially viable.

Recommendation 2:
CVGA should explore alternative options to address network issues in their
regions.

1.5

Next steps and alternatives to ‘neighbourhood batteries’

We do not recommend that CVGA give up on resolving the serious issues identified.
To move towards a 100% renewable grid with high local solar PV uptake and local
economic and grid resilience, the issues still need to be addressed.
However, in Australia today, other project types are more likely to offer viable and easy to-deliver solutions which respond to some, or most, of the community drivers identified:
Suggestion 1: Pursue investigation of community battery projects with a broader
definition
•
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Co-location of a community battery at a behind-the-meter C&I facility

•
•
•
•

Community battery servicing a high-value community needs, for example, an
emergency community shelter
A community-led virtual power plant for residential batteries.
Co-location of a battery at a community generator (for example Hepburn
Wind).
With the support of distributors, find project locations where additional
network benefits can be realised beyond the transformer level.

In all cases, the business case will be enhanced if distributors are an active stakeholder
and share a proportion of value captured with project proponents.
Suggestion 2: Advocate for non-battery solutions to the identified issues
CVGA is well placed to lobby governments, local distributors, and regulators for more
action in dealing with the locally identified issues:
•
•

2

Advocate for network upgrades related to solar carrying capacity, voltage rise
issues, and grid resilience.
Advocate for longer term network activities or market reforms which support
local solar uptake, such as: Dynamic operating envelopes and dynamic export ,
local energy trading or cost-reflective network charges for locally produced
energy Introduction

Introduction

2.1

Project background

The Neighbourhood Battery Initiative (NBI) is a $10.92 million grant program run by the
Victorian State Government Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
(DELWP) that supports trials of a range of neighbourhood battery models in Victoria,
from feasibility to implementation. The Initiative will strengthen our understanding of
the role neighbourhood scale batteries can play in Victoria’s transitioning electricity
system.
The NBI offered two streams of funding:
1) Stream one – funding to support project development, feasibility studies and
business case developing
2) Stream two – funding to support implementation ready projects
This report was funded as a stream one project.
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2.2
2.2.1

Project stakeholders
Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance

The Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance (CVGA) works across Central and Northern
Victoria to support local government with climate change mitigation and adaptation
activities. They represent 13 councils and help them to develop and implement
innovative regional initiatives to benefit their local commu nities and the economy.
Since CVGA’s launch in 2001, the Alliance has facilitated numerous large-scale projects,
and these continue to have a positive impact in the community. Over the past five years,
the Alliance has led projects worth over $50m in CVGA’s region. They advocate on
behalf of our member councils to ensure the voice of local government is heard strongly
in state and federal policy settings.
CVGA, in partnership with Hepburn Wind and the shires and cities of Hepburn, Ballarat,
Bendigo, Central Goldfields, Macedon Ranges, Swan Hill and Mildura recently received
funding through the Victorian State Governments’ Neighbourhood Battery Initiative (NBI)
to undertake a feasibility study of neighbourhood batteries of at least 5 sites in the
Hepburn Shire Region. Orkestra ultimately extended the scope to look at projects in 118
potential sites.
This report is the final deliverable to CVGA for their project funded by the NBI.

2.2.2

Project steering group

A project steering group was assembled to administer and guide the project, and
support in community selection and data retrieval.
The steering group comprised of representatives from:
•
•
•

2.2.3

CVGA (group leader)
Hepburn Wind
Hepburn Shire Council

Orkestra

Orkestra is responsible for conducting the technical & financial analysis of the project
and writing this report. In addition, a 12-month license to use the Orkestra software for
project feasibility has been provided to CVGA and associated network organisation s as
part of this project.
Established in 2021 as a spin-off from energy and management consultancy, New
Energy Ventures, Orkestra are energy technology feasibility modelling specialists and
are deep domain experts in batteries and virtual power plants.
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Orkestra’s online planning software enables project developers (such as community
organisations, solar EPCs, energy retailers, virtual power plant proponents etc) to easily
undertake feasibility modelling of simple to complex new energy projects - including
solar, batteries, virtual power plants, electric vehicle chargers and more. The analysis
presented here, where over 10,000 hypothetical projects were simulated, was only made
possible by Orkestra’s software using the batch simulation feature.
In the last 3 years, Orkestra has undertaken battery project modelling and consulting
services for over 40 clients, many of whom are ‘tier one’ leaders in their field be it energy
retail, solar, finance, or aggregation services. Through these engagements, Orkestra
developed a deep understanding of the regulatory and commercial models for batteries
and VPPs and have become a leading authority in the sector.

2.2.4

Other stakeholders

We’d like to thank other stakeholders for supporting the project, including:
C4NET, for supporting with data retrieval from Powercor
Powercor, for the provision of network data

•
•

2.3
2.3.1

About this report
Purpose

This report is intended to address the requirements for both CVGA and its partners, and
DELWPs requirements under the NBI, specifically:
1. To support CVGA and its partners to decide on whether to proceed with a
neighbourhood battery project, and if yes, what are the recommended project(s),
and
2. To provide insights into neighbourhood batteries more generally for DELWP.
For CVGA, the purpose of the report is to:
•
•
•
•
•

Support CVGA and its partners to decide on whether to invest in a neighbourhood
battery project
Determine a suitable location for a neighbourhood battery
Provide a recommendation on a business model for a neighbourhood battery and
determine which stakeholders should be involved
Establish what is the “best” neighbourhood battery value stack and provide
framing for what is the “best” neighbourhood battery project
Highlight the risks and obstacles to the deployment of a neighbourhood battery.

For DELWP, the purpose of this report is to:
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•
•
•
•
•

2.3.2

Support understanding of the full range of benefits that neighbourhood scale
batteries can provide
Help to overcome barriers to the deployment of neighbourhood scale batteries
Inform regulatory reform
Determine which methods of neighbourhood scale battery deployme nt provide
the most benefits for the Victorian electricity system; and
Support the decarbonisation of Victoria’s electricity system to tackle climate
change.

Structure

We have structured this report in the following way:
Part A: Analysis
In this section of the report, we present our technical and economic analysis of
prospective neighbourhood battery sites across 6 small Victorian communities: Clunes,
Wheatsheaf, Glenlyon, Lyonville, Ballan, and Pomonal.
We modelled the feasibility of installing a neighbourhood battery at 118 transformers
owned by Powercor, the local distributor, which services 2090 homes and 248
businesses, covering an estimated two-thirds of the population in these communities.
In total, across the 118 sites we assessed 11,640 hypothetical neighbourhood battery
projects for the following potential benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Improved energy independence
Improved solar hosting capacity of transformers
Provision of back-up power
Direct financial benefits to the project owners, and (where possible to estimate)
Indirect financial benefits to the community, distributor, or the environment.

Here we answer questions, such as: do neighbourhood batteries ‘make sense’ today,
and/or in the future? What benefits do they bring? What challenges do they face?
To answer these questions, we unpack insights from the data and bring tangible
examples to life using case studies. We also recommend the best projects for each
community, and best battery sizes and control algorithms for neighbourhood batteries.
Part B: Neighbourhood Battery Handbook
This section provides important background information for a proponent considering the
development of any neighbourhood battery project. Whilst written to support the CVGA
brief, we have intended to write a stand-alone section of the document which can be
read by other community organisations in Australia.
In Part B we:
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•
•
•
•

Introduce the concept of neighbourhood batteries, including how to think about
their benefits and costs.
Outline the key practical considerations a neighbourhood battery project including
the technical, commercial, and operational aspects.
Discuss what defines a successful neighbourhood battery
Discuss potential cost-effective alternatives to neighbourhood batteries

The Handbook section is designed to be read by any proponent of neighbourhood
batteries. It is, of course, written for and informed by the primary research undertaken in
Part A, and contains important prior knowledge for interpreting the Analysis. As such,
the two sections could be read in reverse (recommended if your understanding of
community batteries is elementary), or at a minimum, read in parallel, whereby the
reader refers to Part B as required and as directed from Part A.
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Neighbourhood Battery Initiative
Final report

PART A: ANALYSIS
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3

Summary of the analysis

Orkestra conducted a technical and economic analysis of prospective neighbourhood
battery sites across 6 small Victorian communities: Clunes, Wheatsheaf, Glenlyon,
Lyonville, Ballan, and Pomonal.
We modelled the feasibility of installing a neighbourhood battery at 118 transformers
owned by Powercor, the local distributor, which services 2090 homes and 248
businesses, covering an estimated two-thirds of the population in these communities.
Using Orkestra’s software, the sites were assessed for a range of battery system sizes,
control profile regimes, and future solar uptake scenarios to determine how effectively a
neighbourhood battery could present as a solution to meet key community drivers. In
total, 11,640 hypothetical neighbourhood battery projects were simulated for a duration
of 15 years.

3.1

Key findings, our recommendation, and next steps.

This analysis uncovered 4 key findings:
Key finding 1:

The underlying issues identified by communities are real and backed
up by the data. Current grid reliability is relatively poor. Without
change, desired community progress towards higher solar penetration
and energy independence will be thwarted by network constraints.

Key finding 2:

Community batteries offer some benefits and to a degree, can solve
issues identified in communities.

Key finding 3:

No sites were found to be close to financially viable for the project
developer, when accounting for direct value capture.

Key finding 4:

No sites were found to be economically viable for the greater
community, when accounting for direct and indirect value capture.

Recommendation 1:
Do not proceed to the next stage of project development of a neighbourhood
battery, unless grant funding makes the project financially viable.
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Recommendation 2:
CVGA should explore alternative options to address network issues in their
regions.

The results present a mixed picture for the neighbourhood batteries assessed. On one
hand, there is a real need for a solution, and the batteries were able to respond
effectively to meet some community drivers. However, ultimately the projects struggled
to achieve both financial and economic viability. The results raise questions about
whether relatively small grid-connected battery projects within the distribution network
are suitable at all.
As shown in Figure 1 below, even the “best project found” fell well short of providing
sufficient direct financial and indirect economic benefits to warrant the project
proceeding.
It must be noted that our analysis was limited by the data available, meaning that the
provision of soft network capacity is the only network issue we could assess a solution
for. Powercor may well have local power quality issues present, potentially warranting a
higher value placed on certain neighbourhood battery locations and solutions than
modelled here.
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Figure 1 – Waterfall chart of the “best project” determined to have the highest economic benefit .
This project was for a 500kVA transformer in Ballan with 8 homes and 1 business connected to
it. The project selected was a 120-kWh battery with an optimisation control algorithm enabling it
to provide wholesale market arbitrage and contingency FCAS while also providing improved grid
reliability

3.2

What might change this recommendation in the future?

Several factors in the future may warrant a reconsideration of community batteries for
the sites in question, for example:
Improved participation from distributors:
1. DNSP identification of additional high value network issues which are not covered in
this analysis; combined with
2. Improved incentives from the DNSP for community battery proponents via:
a. Network support payments for battery services to the network
b. Release of a more attractive network tariff for community batteries
Changing market or regulatory factors (discussed in 8.1) such as:
1. Increasing market prices and volatility
2. Additional value streams coming online
3. Substantial reduction in battery upfront costs
4. Monetisation of grid reliability services, either via governments or from distribution
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5. Energy market reform which would enable local energy trading (i.e., discounted
network wheeling charges) and vastly improve economics for street/transformer
scale “shared battery as a service” business models. Note, a rule change request has
already been rejected for this and is unlikely to get up again any time soon. See
discussion in Appendix C - Commercial and regulatory challenges for “shared
battery as a service”.

3.3

What about government incentives for batteries?

Government incentives, such as those currently being considered by the Federal
Government and the Tranche 3 funding of the Neighbourhood Battery Initiative (NBI)
funding may ensure potentially all the projects in this report financially breakeven for
the project proponents. In Section 10 we clearly outline the amount of grant funding
required for the ‘best’ projects in each township to financially breakeven.

3.4

Suggested next steps and alternatives to ‘neighbourhood batteries’

We do not recommend that CVGA give up on resolving the serious issues identified.
To move towards a 100% renewable grid with high local solar PV uptake and local
economic and grid resilience, the issues still need to be addressed.
However, in Australia today, other project types are more likely to offer viable and easyto-deliver solutions which respond to some, or most, of the community drivers identified:

Suggestion 1: Pursue investigation of community battery projects with a broader
definition
The NBI definition of a neighbourhood battery is limiting – specifically requiring projects
to be connected front-of-the-meter rather than co-located with loads or generators –
and thus prevents the unlocking of higher value battery use cases. There is an
opportunity to create community battery projects that service community and network
goals, but tap a richer, more robust value stack available to battery projects sited at
different connection points.
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Examples of more attractive community battery projects could include:
•

•

•

•

Co-location of a community battery at a behind-the-meter C&I facility (for
example, the Yak01 battery by Totally Renewable Yackandandah). C&I projects are
more likely to reach viability when tariffs feature a peak demand charge and
additional energy arbitrage opportunities are present. Ideally, located in a
constrained network area to support solar hosting capacity, and oversize solar
installation versus the requirements of the load to create energy independence
gains.
Community battery servicing a high-value community needs, for example, a solar
and battery powered emergency shelter, which could also provide market or
network benefits on a day-to-day basis.
A community-led virtual power plant for residential batteries. Residential
batteries are close to economic for high energy users with oversized solar on time of-use tariffs. These batteries also serve community needs by improving energy
independence, increasing the solar hosting capacity of the network, and back-up
power provision is easier and cheaper at the home than at the transformer level.
Co-location of a battery at a community generator (for example Hepburn Wind).
Such batteries can tap arbitrage opportunities and provide soft-network capacity to
the generator, whilst meeting community goals of energy independence. They may
also achieve economies of scale for a standalone project, whereas a neighbourhood
battery might struggle.

In all cases, the business case will be enhanced if distributors are involved and, share a
proportion of value captured with project proponents.

Suggestion 2: Advocate for non-battery solutions to the identified issues
CVGA is well placed to lobby governments, local distributors, and regulators for more
action in dealing with the locally identified issues.
•

Advocate for network upgrades which will very likely be much lower cost than
battery storage and meet certain community drivers related to solar carrying
capacity, voltage rise issues, and grid resilience. We would strongly recommend that
CVGA explore this more intensively with Powercor.

•

Advocate for longer term network activities or market reforms which support
local solar uptake, such as:
o Dynamic operating envelopes and dynamic export limits enable a more
nuanced approach to limiting solar PV in constrained areas of the grid in the
future
o Local energy trading or even simply a more cost-reflective network charges for
locally produced energy could unlock the virtual battery-as-a-service-model at
the street / transformer scale, providing a viable alternative to residential
storage.
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4

Analysis approach

4.1

Identifying the key drivers for neighbourhood batteries

It’s clear from anecdotal evidence that there is strong desire for neighbourhood batteries
in the regional communities with which we are working - and in the broader community
energy sector.
However, it is only by understanding the drivers that we can make an objective
assessment of whether a neighbourhood battery can present a suitable solution to meet
these drivers.
As such, the first step in our analysis was to confirm the key community drivers for a
neighbourhood battery. Several methods were used to understand and prioritise drivers:
•
•

Firstly, a workshop was held with the project steering group .
Additionally, members of the project steering group conducted a survey to
understand drivers for a neighbourhood battery.

Ultimately, the project steering group have determined the main drivers for a
neighbourhood battery, in rough order of priority, to be:
-

4.2

Increasing the energy independence of communities.
Unlocking more solar on low voltage distribution networks that are increasingly
constrained by too much solar export.
Improving local grid reliability by reducing the frequency and severity of grid
outages.
Unlocking new economic value for individuals and communities, in part to help
manage energy affordability.

The 5 key questions we attempt to answer

We have structured our analysis by posing 5 key questions which we have answered in
sequential order in the next chapter. They are:
1. Is there an underlying need for neighbourhood batteries today? To answer this,
we first conducted a baseline data analysis of how each transformer was tracking
against the identified drivers. This is both a reality check of the anecdotal evidence,
and a data analysis to rank the severity of the issues and determine which
transformers have the most pressing needs.
2. Can neighbourhood batteries address community identified issues today? How
does a neighbourhood battery uplift key metrics against the baseline? Can they
improve energy independence, solar hosting capacity, and grid resilience?
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3. Can neighbourhood batteries address community identified issues in the future?
We apply projections of different future uptake curves of solar PV in each
transformer to understand if a) do the issues identified today get worse with more
solar PV? And b) do neighbourhood batteries present a solution to enable higher
local solar uptake, improve energy independence, and increase grid resilience?
4. Are neighbourhood batteries financially viable, either today or in the future? Can
a project developer (be it a community organisation or private enterprise) achieve a
positive return on investment based on direct value capture alone?
5. Are neighbourhood batteries economically viable, either today or in the future?
Can a project provide a positive return on investment to the broader community,
when accounting for direct and indirect benefits which flow to a range of
stakeholders? We do a detailed cost-benefit analysis to find out.
Along the way we were also able to answer a couple of ‘bonus’ questions such as:
1. What is the ideal control profile for a neighbourhood battery? How important is
the selection the batteries control algorithm and associated value stack in balancing
the competing project needs and ultimately achieving project success?
2. Does size matter for a neighbourhood battery? How important is size of a
community battery in determining project success?

4.3

Selection of sites for analysis

Orkestra worked with CVGA, Hepburn Wind and Hepburn Shire Council to identify 4
areas in the Hepburn Shire – Wheatsheaf, Clunes, Glenlyon, Lyonville, that have been
experiencing various network issues and that correlate with Powercor as areas of high
interest through the Z-NET process. In addition, 2 sites of Ballan and Pomonal were
attached to the project via the Community Power Hub program.
Network issues included being unable to gain connection for a rooftop solar installation
or experiencing grid reliability issues (i.e., regular blackouts). Other lower priorities
issues identified included voltage rise which was known to affect certain areas, which
can lead to solar PV systems being curtailed.1 1

Owing to the inherent complexity and data requirements of modelling voltage rise within a
network, assessment of this network issue was not pursued as part of this project.
1
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Orkestra and CVGA worked with C4NET to obtain the requisite data to enable battery
analysis for all the transformers within these communities. For a total of 765
transformers, the following information was able to be obtained:
•
•
•
•

12-months of half-hourly load profile data (import and export)
Transformer nameplate ratings (kVA)
Number of customer connections per transformer – segmented into residential,
commercial, and agricultural
Number of solar connections per transformer

Filtering out for transformers with less than four connections, and transformers with
data quality issues, a final list of 118 transformers proceeded to the analysis stage.
The breakdown of customers and transformers by nameplate rating is shown in Figure
below. In general, we would describe the transformers within the fleet as relatively
small, with 84% of transformers of a size 100kVA or less. To provide context for this
assessment, a typical transformer in dense urban areas would be 500kVA.

Figure 2– Breakdown of transformers assessed in Orkestra’s analysis by village and transformer
size.

The 118 transformers service a total of:
•
•

2090 homes and 248 businesses
550 residential solar and 40 commercial solar systems

This accounts for an estimated 64% of connections in the communities considered,
according to our analysis of the data provided by Powercor.
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4.4

Key assumptions used in construction of hypothetical projects

For each transformer we considered 5 solar scenarios, 5 battery sizes and 4 control
profiles, which resulted in 100 different variations of project configuration for each site
(5 x 5 x 4 = 100).
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Table 1 - Input scenarios for each site

5 x Solar
scenarios

5x
Battery
sizes

4x
Control
profiles

Current
solar
uptake

40% uptake

60% uptake

100%
uptake

80% uptake

Uptake assumes an average of 6.6kWp/5kW per residential dwelling
and 19.8kWp / 15kW per non-residential dwelling.

No battery

120kWh

240kWh

480kWh

960kWh

/ 36kW

/ 72kW

/ 144kW

/ 288kW

At the request of the project steering group, all battery technology is li ion and based on the modular size of Relectrify batteries (3.33 hr
duration).

Solar charging

Delayed solar
charging

Delayed solar
charging w/
market
triggers.

Optimisation

See 4.6.4 for detailed information on control profiles and associated
value stacks.

We applied the 100 variants to each of the 118 sites, resulting in 11,800 hypothetical
projects. We then filtered out irrelevant projects where the current solar uptake already
exceeded the future solar uptake threshold, resulting in 11,640 hypothetical projects.

4.5

What we assessed

For each of the 11,640 hypothetical projects, we assessed the following:
•

•
•
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15-year simulation of solar and battery activity in 30-minute increments. This
considered solar and battery capacity degradation and tariff and market price
escalation over the project life.
15-year NPV and IRR outcomes for the battery based on the future revenues and
costs of the various services.
Energy independence by transformer at the current solar uptake and for future
penetrations, calculating the net improvement of a battery. (See Figure 32 below
in Appendix A for more details.)

•

Calculation of soft network capacity determined as the maximum export (in kW)
from transformer with no battery installed versus the maximum export from the
transformer with batteries installed. (See Figure 32 in Appendix A for more
details.)

We then undertook a subsequent analysis to investigate the back-up power potential of
neighbourhood batteries, should a random grid outage occur 2. This analysis was
completed for a select number of transformers (the recommended ‘best’ project in each
community).
Fun fact regarding this analysis

174,600 years of interval-grade battery activity was simulated across all projects
(that’s 3,058,992,000 half-hour energy intervals)
This took only 37 minutes for Orkestra’s software to compute, leveraging hundreds
of cloud computers in parallel. On a personal computer, this would have taken 5 days
of computational time.

4.6
4.6.1

How the modelled projects earn revenue
Direct value streams assessed

Direct value capture earning options are limited for a relatively small, front -of-the-meter
neighbourhood battery. This is particularly the case in our analysis, where we are
assessing a third party (i.e., non-distributor) owned and operated project in the absence
of a demand response program or negotiated revenue stream from a co -operating
distributor. As such, we’re left with only a few means to reliably earn revenu e via direct
value capture:
•
•
•

2

Network tariff arbitrage
Wholesale spot arbitrage:
Contingency FCAS

The back-up power analysis has not assessed any detailed network requirements or costs to

support grid islanding during an outage. As such, the back-up power analysis needs to be
considered as an exploration of the potential of this benefit, and not a detailed technical
assessment.
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4.6.2

Indirect value streams assessed

Although not counted as ‘revenue’ in a traditional approach (i.e., direct value capture), in
this analysis we estimated the value received by indirect value capture. This is additional
value that flows to the network, community, and individuals in the form of:
•
•
•
•

Soft network capacity value to the network
Soft network capacity value to individuals serviced by transformer (who can
install solar due to increased solar hosting capacity)
Energy independence value
Grid reliability value

Methodologies and calculations for these indirect value streams are outlined in Section
9.

4.6.3

Tariffs

We’ve assumed the same set of tariffs for all projects 3: For network tariffs, we’ve used
the Powercor community battery trial tariff which mildly incentivises discharging but
heavily penalises charging at peak times. For retail tariffs, we’ve used a wholesale spot
exposed tariff (akin to a Flow Power tariff).

4.6.4

Control profiles

As the tariff are identical for all projects, it is left to the battery control profiles to
determine how - and how much - revenue is captured:
•

•

•

Control profiles 1 & 2 (Solar charging & delayed solar charging) respond only to
solar and load. Whilst this will maximise energy independence, any financial
value captured is due to incidental arbitrage of the network and wholesale retail
tariff.
Control profile 3 adds market triggers to the base activity of delayed solar
charging. As such, the battery will intentionally respond to wholesale and FCAS
revenue opportunities, but network tariff arbitrage is still incidental to the battery
activity.
It is only Control Profile 4 (Optimisation) which has full visibility of the range of
value on offer and intentionally chases the highest potential earnings. The
downside is that any capturing of indirect non-monetary value streams (i.e.,
energy independence) is entirely incidental.

3

Full tariff details are in Appendix B, Table 22 and Table 23
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The four control profiles are explained in detail in Table 2. This table also introduces
some of the trade-offs for a neighbourhood battery as they relate to the various control
strategies.
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Table 2 – Description and benefits of the control profiles considered in this report
Maximised economic return

Maximised energy independence

Control
profile

1. Solar charging

2. Delayed solar charging

3. Delayed solar charging +
market triggers

4. Optimization

+$$

+$

Illustration
-$$

Description

Battery attempts to store energy
whenever there are negative
energy flows at the transformer
(i.e., generation of energy

Same as control profile 1 but
charge only commences at a
predefined time of day to
increase the chance of charging

exceeds the load).

during times of peak export.

Battery does not explicitly chase
value capture. Any financial
value capture is incidental.

Battery does not explicitly chase
value capture. Any financial
value capture is incidental.

Same as control profile 2 but:
•

If the wholesale market price
exceeds $1000 then force
the battery to discharge.

•

If the wholesale market price
dips below $0 then force the
battery to charge.

•

If the FCAS price exceeds
$100 then the battery
should stop all activity in
case of dispatch.

•

Benefits

Improve energy

•

As per control profile 1

•

As per control profile 2

independence of the
residents and businesses
connected to a particular
transformer.

•

Potentially improved soft
network capacity provision
by better aligning the
battery charging with times

•

Potentially improved
economic performance from
wholesale market
participation but with

of peak export.
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tradeoffs against energy ind.
and network support.

Linear optimization of charging
and discharging of the battery
over a forward 48-hour period as
optimized to charge during times
of low prices and discharge
during times of high prices.
The value stack for this control
profile was wholesale market
arbitrage and FCAS with capacity
of the battery reserved to
participate in the FCAS market.
•

Optimal charging and
discharging of the battery
for maximum economic
benefit

•

Optimal for back-up power
as the battery tends to be
fully charged all the time.

5

Is there an underlying need for neighbourhood
batteries?

Short Answer: Potentially, yes.
Anecdotal evidence from CVGA and their partners suggested that the community is
having issues with their network, specifically regarding the inability to connect new solar
systems (i.e., lack of solar hosting capability at the local transformers) and grid
reliability.
Our analysis of the interval data provided by Powercor backs up the anecdotal
evidence. It suggests that there are issues among the transformers assessed that
could potentially be resolved by a battery. 4
•

•
•

5.1

14% of transformers are at or near their solar hosting capacity . This could
already be a barrier to a home or business installing solar. Hosting capacity issues
are largely confined to small transformers (10kVA to 50kVA in size )
The weighted average energy independence was found to be 24% - still a long
way shy of 100% potential maximum.
The average extended grid outage was found to be 8 hours +/- 0.5 hours over a
12-month period. It must be noted that, several transformers experienced
prolonged outages much longer than this.

Solar hosting capacity (baseline assessment)

Baseline assessment: Not a disaster (yet), but room for improvement
Figure 3below shows the percentage of transformers at or near their maximum solar
hosting capacity based on our estimations of solar currently installed. Of the 118
transformers assessed in detail, 14% (17 transformers impacting 117 residential
customers) are currently at or near capacity, meaning that Powercor will likely reject a
connection request issued by customers connected to these transformers 5. However, as
we can see from the chart, hosting capacity issues mostly occurs when transformers are
relatively very small.

4

We can’t be definitive as this would require Powerc or’s confirmation and more detailed data

and analysis.
Powercor will likely assess the solar hosting capacity by summing the capacity of all invertors
[kVA] connected to the transformer and compare this to the transformer size [also kVA]. We
have considered a transformer at or near capacity if the transformer capacity would be exceeded
if an additional 10kVA of inverter capacity were connected to the transformer.
5
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Figure 3- Percentage of transformers at maximum solar hosting capacity.

5.2

Energy independence (baseline assessment)

Baseline assessment: Could be improved but limited potential at current solar uptake
Moving on to energy independence, we assessed the current energy independence by
transformer. Energy independence is the percentage of energy supplied locally, in this
case by solar. Energy independence was determined to have a range of 4% to 71%
across the 118 transformers with the weighted average being 24%.

Figure 4- Spread of energy independence for transformers by village.

However, if you look at the solar self-consumption – the measure of how much of the
solar generation is used locally and not exported at the transformer – we estimate that
54% to 100% of the solar is being consumed locally and not exported, with the
weighted average being 97%. Figure –5 below shows the weighted average by village.
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Figure –5 Estimated weighted average solar self-consumption by village

The impact of very high solar self-consumption is that, very little energy in aggregate is
currently being exported from the transformers, meaning that the addition of a battery
will unlikely do much to uplift energy independence.
In the next section, however, we explore a couple of outlier transformers with a low
level of solar self-consumption, who in fact do see an uplift in energy independence.

5.3

Grid resilience (baseline assessment)

Baseline assessment: Relatively poor network reliability
The average outage time is approximately 8 hours for all transformers. This equates to a
grid uptime of 99.91%, which is well below the stated claim on the Powercor website of
99.97% availability 6, and relatively low by Australian standards.
Powercor’s 2022/23 targets for unplanned outages are:
•
•

6

104.14 minutes (just under 2 hours) for short rural feeder lines.
240.14 minutes (4 hours) for long rural feeder lines.

Powercor network reliability statistics (Source: Powercor website, 19/8/22)
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It is fair to say that Powercor is falling well short of those targets in the locations
assessed. Figure 6 shows the average extended grid outage time 7 in calendar year 2021
ranged from 9.6 hours in Pomonal to 125.8 hours (over 5 days of outages in total!) in
Lyonville, with the longest continual outage being for 3 days.

Figure 6– Average extended grid outage time and spread by village for the transformers
assessed.

Our analysis shows there were a total of 26 outage events across the villages. Of these,
21 events (approximately 80%) were less than or equal to 8 hours in length. This is
captured in Table 3 below.

To establish the extended grid outage time, we counted all the intervals in the transformer
interval data provided by Powercor where the export volume and import volume [both in kWh]
are both zero – i.e., there are no energy flows through the transformer. Due to the 30-minute
resolution of the data, this approach:
• May not capture events less than an hour
• Will not capture any events less 30 minutes, and
• May underestimate the duration of an events witnessed in the data by up to 30 minutes.
7
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Table 3 – Count of outage events, count of outage events less than 8 hours, average duration ,
and maximum duration by village by accessing one transformer for each village. “All towns”
shows the statistics for all events excluding coincident events.
Village

Count of outage
events

Count of events
less than 8 hours

Average outage
duration (hours)

Maximum outage
duration (hours)

Ballan

4

2

6.8

11.5

Clunes

5

5

2.9

8.0

Pomonal

9

7

7.1

40.0

Lyonville

12

10

11.0

72.0

Glenlyon

2

2

4.0

6.5

Wheatsheaf

10

8

5.9

32.5

All towns

26

21

7.8

72.0

Box 1 - Case studies of a 25kVA transformer in Clunes with potential to improve solar
hosting capacity
Below is an example of a transformer that is currently at capacity and may benefit from a
neighbourhood battery to improve solar hosting capacity. This transformer was selected as a
case study as it is currently constrained and not a 10 kVA transformer and there fore several
customers are likely to be prevented from accessing solar (or at a minimum solar exports).
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Item

Statistic

Transformer ID

20387758-BAN006

Village

Clunes

Transformer Size

25 kVA

Residential customers

10

Commercial customers

nil

Solar connections

5

Solar hosting capacity available?

No

Current energy independence

29%

Current solar self-consumption

94%

Box 2 - Case study of a 50kVA transformer Ballan with potential to improve its energy
independence
Below is an example of a transformer that may benefit from a neighbourhood battery to
improve energy independence and solar self-consumption. This transformer was selected
as a case study as it has a relatively low percentage of solar self-consumption and good
potential to improve energy independence.
Item

Statistic

Transformer ID

20383905-BMH003

Village
Township

6

Ballan

Transformer Size

50 kVA

Residential customers

5

Commercial customers

nil

Solar connections

3

Solar hosting capacity available?

Yes

Current energy independence

29%

Current solar self-consumption

50%

Are neighbourhood batteries a solution for today?

Short answer: Neighbourhood batteries have some benefit but are a rather ineffective
and expensive solution to the issues detected
Following on from our assessment of today’s issues, we have assessed whether a
neighbour battery can address today’s issues of lack of solar hosting capacity, low
energy independence, and grid reliability.
Our analysis showed that neighbour batteries:
1. Were able to improve the solar hosting capacity but only at 3 of 16 constrained
transformers.
2. Marginally improved energy independence at current solar uptake levels, as most
solar is already being absorbed by homes and businesses without solar installed on
the same transformer, without needing a battery.
3. Greatly improve the grid reliability but is highly subject to the control algorithm
selected.
We have provided case studies of two transformers to illustrate these points in Box 3
and Box 4.
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6.1

Do batteries improve solar hosting capacity today?

Outcome: Some uplift from battery, limited to only a few sites
The chart below shows the capability of various batteries to provide soft network
capacity. Out of the 16 transformers at or near capacity today, only 3 transformers could
be supported with a battery to improve their hosting capacity.

Figure 7 - Number of transformers at maximum solar carrying capacity by battery size given
current solar uptake and using delayed solar charging control.

Box 3 provides a case study of one of the transformers that will benefit from a battery.
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Box 3 - Case study of transformer benefitting from a neighbourhood battery
improving solar hosting capacity at current solar uptake.
As discussed in Box 2 in the previous section, this Clunes transformer is currently at its
maximum solar hosting capacity. We determined that a 36kW / 120kWh battery would
provide soft network capacity of 12 kVA but at a total lifetime cost of $118k, even under
optimistic assumptions. This would increase the solar uptake from 50% to 70%.
Neighbourhood Battery: Clunes
Powercor Transformer ID

20387758-BAN006

Transformer size

25 kVA

Residential customers

10

Commercial customers

nil

Solar connections

5

Technical specifications
Battery size

36 kW / 120 kWh

Control Profile

Rules based solar self-consumption with delayed start

Value stack description

Soft network capacity, improved energy independence

Financial summary
15-year NPV
Discount rate of 3%

Initial CAPEX

($118k)
$96k

Socials/environment benefits
Solar connections enabled

2

Est. soft network capacity

Before:

25kVA

After:

37kVA

Uplift:

12kVA

Est. solar hosting capacity

Before:

33kWp

After:

49kWp

Uplift:

16kWp

Before:

29%

After:

33%

Uplift:

4%

Est. energy independence
at current solar uptake
(36.4%)
Average percentage
likelihood the battery can
provide 8 hours of back up
for any interval
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0%

Box 3 continued -Case study of transformer benefitting from a neighbourhood battery
improving solar hosting capacity
Below gives further illustration on how a 36kW / 120kWh neighbourhood battery system
can improve solar hosting by eliminating maximum export at midday. The chart shows the
case of current solar uptake of 36.4% (in our modelling this was coined “pre-Solar”
meaning pre additional solar).

Figure 8 – Daily load profiles for transformer 20387758-BAN006 pre- and post-battery.
Each grey line is one day of interval data for days within summer or winter. The solid blue
lines show the average weekday. The dotted blue lines show the average weekend load.
The purple line shows the maximum demand day.
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6.2

Do batteries improve energy independence today?

Outcome: Only marginal improvements from batteries
The chart below shows there is little additional benefit by installing a neighbourhood
battery for the purpose of improving energy independence based on the current solar
uptake in the villages assessed. As discussed in Section 5.2, this is due to the factor that
most solar generated is used by homes and businesses without solar installed,
connected to the same transformer. At most transformers, there simply isn’t yet
enough solar installed to achieve an uplift in energy independence.

Figure 9- Average energy independence for all transformers by battery size for current solar
uptake

Box 4 provides an example of one transformer with high solar uptake (47.3%) that
would benefit significantly from a neighbourhood battery for the purposes of improving
energy independence. However, the site is not a particularly good one for a
neighbourhood battery as no other benefits were present.
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Box 4 - Case study of transformer benefitting from a neighbourhood battery
improving energy independence
Below is an example of a transformer that may benefit from a neighbourhood battery to
improve energy independence and solar self-consumption.
Neighbourhood Battery: Ballan
Powercor Transformer ID

20383905-BMH003

Transformer size

50 kVA

Residential customers

5

Commercial customers

nil

Solar connections

3

Technical specifications
Battery size

36 kW / 120 kWh

Control Profile

Rules based solar self-consumption with delayed start

Value stack description

Soft network capacity, improved energy independence

Financial summary
15-year NPV
Discount rate of 3%

Initial CAPEX

($117k)
$96k

Socials/environment benefits
Solar connections enabled

Nil (no capacity constraint)

Est. soft network capacity

Before:

50kVA

After:

63kVa

Uplift:

13kVA

Est. solar hosting capacity

Before:

66kWp

After:

84kWp

Uplift:

18kWp

Est. energy independence
at current solar uptake
(47.3%)

Before:

29%

After:

55%

Uplift:

26%

Before:

37%

After:

87%

Uplift:

50%

Est. energy independence
at 100% solar uptake
Average percentage
likelihood the battery can
provide 8 hours of back up
for any interval
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0%

Box 4 continued - Case study of transformer benefitting from a neighbourhood battery
improving energy independence
The figure below shows how a neighbourhood battery works to improve energy
independence by storing solar energy and avoiding grid imports during times of net load.
The figure also shows the challenge of achieving 100% energy independence as in winter
there is insufficient generation to cover the load.

Figure 10 - Daily load profiles for transformer 20383905-BMH003 pre- and post-battery.
Each grey line is one day of interval data for days within summer or winter. The solid blue
lines show the average weekday. The dotted blue lines show the average weekend load.
The purple line shows the maximum demand day.
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6.3

Do batteries improve grid reliability issues today?

Outcome: Yes, but only when current solar uptake is high and large batteries are
deployed.
The chart below shows the average percentage likelihood of providing 8 hours of backup across various battery sizes and control algorithms for a 25kVA transformer. Our
assessment suggests that transformers with a high solar uptake today will benefit
significantly from a battery.
It’s worth noting that this analysis assumes that in the event of a blackout, the
transformer can isolate from the grid and the solar is permitted to continue to supply the
local network even with the main grid down, and importantly able to synchronise with
the grid upon reconnection.

Figure 11 - Average percentage likelihood of providing 8 hours of back up to a 100kVA
transformer by control profile for various battery sizes at current solar uptake

Box 5 further illustrates how the choice of control will greatly impact the ability of a
battery to provide back-up power. This opportunity works particularly well due to the
high solar uptake and the lack of any commercial loads.
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Box 5 - Case study of transformer with neighbourhood battery providing back up
power for two different control types
Neighbourhood Battery: Ballan
Powercor Transformer ID

20387758-BAN006

Transformer size

25 kVA

Residential customers

10

Commercial customers

nil

Solar connections

5

Battery size

36 kW / 120 kWh

Below shows the percentage likelihood for a 120 kWh / 36 kW battery to provide backup power for X minutes / hours / days for any interval in a month. Control profile 1 has a
less than 5% average chance of delivering 8 hours of backup at any random interval,
versus control profile 2 that has an average 82% chance.
Control profile 1: Delayed solar charging (Best for soft network capacity and energy
independence where the battery tends to cycle daily and be fully discharged.)

Control profile 2: Optimisation (Best for financial return and grid resilience (apparently!)
where the battery tends to cycle infrequently and be fully charged.)
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7

Are neighbourhood batteries a solution for the future?

Short answer: Neighbourhood batteries benefits increase in line with solar uptake,
but they are not an adequate or viable solution to the issues communities are
expected to face in the future.
Given that a major motivation for communities is moving towards a zero net emissions
local energy system, we naturally wanted to assess the solar carrying capacity of the
transformers as part of this analysis, and whether neighbourhood batteries located at
transformers will have a role to play in enabling this additional solar to come online.
In this section we:
•
•

7.1

Simulate a ‘future baseline’ to understand how the underlying issues identified by
communities are expected to change under future solar uptake scenarios.
See whether neighbourhood batteries are a solution to the future identified
issues.

Defining current and future solar uptake

Table 4 below shows that the average solar uptake across the transformers considered
was approximately 16% but as high as 20% in Pomonal.
Table 4 – Estimation of total solar currently installed (existing), total solar potential across the
villages and the current average solar uptake by village.
Village

Current Solar [kWp]

Solar Potential [kWp]

Average Solar Uptake

100% uptake

today [%]

Ballan

1,508

9,524

16%

Clunes

643

4,303

15%

Pomonal

95

475

20%

Lyonville

113

614

18%

Glenlyon

108

660

16%

Wheatsheaf

132

739

18%

2,599

16,315

16%

All towns
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Box 6- How we defined ‘solar uptake’
The typically quoted ‘solar uptake’ figures used by the Australian PV Institute count the total
dwellings with solar as a percentage of all dwellings.
We have defined solar uptake as a percentage of total solar potential, where the total solar
potential is calculated as the sum of:
•

Existing solar has been estimated based on the average system sizes by postcode as
per APVI data multiplied by connection data as provided by Powercor; and

•

The total potential solar that can be installed on homes and business assuming one
system per connection and where the average solar size for each home is 6.6 kWp
DC / 5.0 kVA AC and business is 19.8 kWp DC / 15 kVA AC
There is no assessment of rooftop potential associated with our figures

•

7.2
7.2.1

Can batteries increase solar hosting capacity in the future?
Solar hosting capacity baseline (no batteries)

Baseline assessment: Most transformers will hit solar hosting capacity limits as solar
uptake increases.
Before considering the impact of batteries, let’s establish a ‘future baseline’ by assessing
the solar hosting capacity of transformers in different future solar uptake scenarios , and
compare it to today (without batteries). This analysis is charted in Figure 12 below.
Figure 12 clearly shows that the current capacity of local transformers will stop
progress towards the stated community goals of high solar deployment, high energy
independence, and equal access to solar PV for later adopters, unless something can
be done about it.
As solar uptake increases towards 100%, so too does the percentage of transformers at
or near their rated capacity. Lyonville and Pomonal are particularly pronounced due to
their fleet of transformers generally being relatively small with most transformer s izes at
or below 50kVA.
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Township (# Tranf.)
BALLAN (51)

100%

100%

CLUNES (30)

88% 89%

GLENLYON (8)
67%

POMONAL (9)
WHEATSHEAF (11)

73%

63% 63%

47%

73%

59%

56%

44% 44%

43%

27%

25%

27%

18%

18%

13%

88% 89%
80%

78%

LYONVILLE (9)

9%

6%

100%

9%

-

Current solar uptake

40%

60%

80%

100%

Solar uptake

Figure 12 – Percentage of transformers at or near their rated solar carrying capacity 8

7.2.2

Can batteries increase solar hosting capacity in the future?

Answer: Batteries can improve solar hosting capacity, mostly effectively at around
40% solar uptake.
Whilst the projections in Figure 12 present a terrible outcome for future solar PV
installations in local areas, could it create the right conditions for neighbourhood
batteries to be part of the solution?
To find out, we simulated a range of battery sizes at all sites, for all future solar uptake
scenarios. The results are charted in Figure 13, below, which shows the number of
transformers at maximum solar carrying capacity under a range of solar uptake scenarios
and battery sizes.
As can be seen, as batteries are added and their size increases, there is a pronounced
decline in the number of transformers at their maximum solar hosting capacity –
particularly at a sweet spot of around 40% solar uptake.
Beyond this, the impact of neighbourhood batteries on increasing the solar hosting
capacity drops off, as indicated by the flattening of the columns in the 60% and 80%
solar uptake scenarios, as the battery size increases. This is largely because, at high
levels of solar uptake, the batteries are too small for the volumes of solar energy being
exported, resulting in batteries which spill and thereby no longer perform their function
of soft network capacity provision.
This analysis shows that at future levels of solar uptake, particularly around 40% of
all dwellings, neighbourhood batteries can provide benefits of soft network capacity
and increased solar hosting capacity. However, the benefits only occur in some
situations, and at a significant cost.

8

See footnote 5 for our approach in determining transformers at or near their rated capacity.
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Rules based with delayed* solar self consumption
Battery sizes
75

80

0 kWh

Some additional
benefit from more
optimized control
65for
large batteries with
lower penetrations of
58
solar.

120 kWh
240 kWh
480 kWh

57 56

77 76
75 75

54

960 kWh
37
32
27
16

25

23

13 13 13 13

Current solar uptake

40%

60%

80%

Solar penetration
Figure 13- Number of transformers at maximum solar carrying capacity, by increasing solar
uptake and battery sizes. (Delayed solar self-consumption control profile)

7.2.3

Can batteries improve energy independence in the future?

Answer: Batteries can substantially improve energy independence as solar uptake
increases
Our analysis shows that a relatively small battery will dramatically improve the
energy independence of a transformer as the solar uptake increases. There are
generally diminishing benefits towards energy independence from larger batteries.
Figure 14 shows the energy independence of all transformers with various
neighbourhood batteries of various sizes and Figure 15 shows the average energy
independence of all transformers.
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At 100% solar uptake, the smallest battery modelled (120 kWh) will increase the
average energy independence of a transformer from 48% to 78%. However, Figure 14
shows that energy independence levels of up to 100% can be achieved in certain
circumstances.
The case study in Box 4 gives further illustration to the effectiveness of a neighbourhood
battery to improve energy independence.

Figure 14 – Energy independence by transformer, solar uptake, and battery size for a
neighbourhood battery with controlled for delayed solar charging (2910 simulations in total)

Figure 15 - Average energy independence for all transformers by solar uptake and battery size
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7.2.4

Can neighbourhood batteries support grid resilience in the future?

Short answer: If solar uptake rises, yes
Our analysis shows that as solar uptake rises to 40%, a 120-kWh battery will have a 5%
to 24% likelihood of meeting an 8-hour grid outage event 9. This increases from 17% to
48% likelihood at 100% solar uptake. We have chosen 8 hours as the data showed 8
hour was the average length of an extended black out in 2021 and 8 hours of back up
would cover over 80% of outages during these events (see section 5.3). Naturally the
ability to meet back up power requirements is also highly contingent on the load of the
transformer.

Figure 16 - Average percentage likelihood of a 120-kWh battery providing 8 hours of back up by
transformer size for various control profiles at 40% solar uptake

Figure 17 - Average percentage likelihood of a 120-kWh battery providing 8 hours of back up by
transformer size for various control profiles at 100% solar uptake

The 500kVA transformer sample here is being pulled up by an outlier. There are two 500 kVA
transformers in the sample, one of them has just 8 homes and 1 business attached to it.
9
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8

Are neighbourhood batteries financially viable?

Short answer: No, not even close.
We define project financial viability as the ability for a project proponent to receive a
positive net present value over the 15-year project life, via direct value capture. This
approach excludes indirect benefits of neighbourhood batteries (covered in section 9).
We assessed all projects for costs and revenues which can be directly captured by the
project proponent (be it a community group or project developer). Depending on the
control profile assessed (see 10.1 for information on control profiles), the project may
derive earnings from the following activities:
1. Network tariff arbitrage
2. Wholesale tariff arbitrage
3. FCAS revenues
Out of the 11,640 simulations considered, Orkestra found no projects that were able
to financially breakeven and, in most cases, did not earn enough to even cover its
operating costs.

Figure 18 - NPV by transformer battery size and control profile for current solar uptake (2910
simulations in total)

Only batteries leveraging the optimisation control profile have come close to covering its
costs.
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Figure 19 - Average battery NPV by control profile for various battery sizes for current solar
uptake

Increasing the solar uptake has no effect as shown in Figure .

Figure 20 - Average battery NPV by control profile for various battery sizes at 100% solar uptake

The optimisation algorithm is the clear leader in terms of its ability to generate value,
however, still fell well short of breaking even.
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Figure 21 - Average battery NPV by transformer sizes for various control profiles at current solar
uptake

Narrowing in on battery projects utilising the Optimisation battery control algorithm, we
see that the biggest impact on NPV is transformer size. This is due to the battery
targeting wholesale market arbitrage and contingency FCAS. These services favour
batteries with no power constraints. A large battery - such as the 960 kWh / 288 kW
battery considered in this analysis – will be unable to get its power into the grid if
constrained behind a transformer with a small power rating.
$0k
($96k)

(200k)

(103k)

(84k)

(77k)

(77k)

(77k)

($192k)
(221k)

(201k)

(169k)

(153k)

(153k)

($384k)

(400k)

(340k)
(459k)

(438k)

(307k)

(403k)

(600k)
This line represents the upfront
cost of the battery. As you can
see, all projects have a NPV
worse than the initial capex.

(800k)

(613k)

($768k)
(809k)

(1,000k)
(1,200k)

(935k)

10 kVA

25 kVA

50 kVA
120 kWh

100 kVA

500 kVA

10 kVA

25 kVA

50 kVA
240 kWh

100 kVA

500 kVA

10 kVA

25 kVA

50 kVA

100 kVA

480 kWh

500 kVA

10 kVA

(913k)

25 kVA

(877k)

50 kVA
960 kWh

Figure 22 - Average NPV by transformer sizes and battery sizes at current solar uptake

The case study below provides the battery with highest NPV.
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100 kVA

500 kVA

Box 7 - Case study of transformer with the highest NPV out of all opportunities
considered
Below are details of the transformer with the highest NPV of the 11 ,640 scenarios
considered. Even considering it is the highest NPV, the battery falls well short of breaking
even. Interestingly, under this scenario soft network capacity lifts by 30%. However,
there is no uplift in energy independence or back-up power potential.
Neighbourhood Battery: Clunes
Powercor Transformer ID

156944641-BAN006

Transformer size

100 kVA

Residential customers

33

Commercial customers

5

Resi. solar connections

14

Comm. solar connections

Nil

Technical specifications
Battery size

36 kW / 120 kWh

Control Profile

Optimisation

Value stack description

Wholesale market arbitrage and contingency FCAS

Financial summary
15-year NPV
Discount rate of 3%

Initial CAPEX

($77k)
$96k

Socials/environment benefits
Solar connections enabled

Nil (Not at capacity)

Est. soft network capacity

Before:

100kVA

After:

130kVA

Uplift:

30kVA

Est. solar hosting capacity

Before:

132kWp

After:

172kWp

Uplift:

40kWp

Est. energy independence
at current solar uptake
(36.4%)

Before:

31%

After:

31%

Uplift:

0%

Average percentage
likelihood the battery can
provide 8 hours of back up
for any interval
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0%

Box 7- Case study of transformer with the highest NPV out of all opportunities
considered (continued)
The charts below show the undiscounted nominal revenue and cost breakdown. The
charts show the heavy weighting and dependence on contingency FCAS revenue with
more than 70% of the value stack coming from this value stream.
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8.1

Are there any financial upsides not considered in the analysis?

Short answer: Yes, there is some potential financial upside for the projects considered
but don’t get your hopes up.
Potential upsides include:
•

•

•

8.1.1

Increasing volatility and rising prices in the wholesale market are likely to create a
short-to-medium-term upside. However, the value of contingency FCAS is likely
to degrade faster than we model.
There are other potential value streams that relate to the energy market,
providing grid services to Powercor and a shared-battery-as-a-service model, but
in Orkestra’s view, these are all extremely unclear as to whether they will be
available to a neighbourhood battery and how a neighbourhood battery will
commercialise them.
Selection of a shorter duration battery.

Increasing volatility and/or high energy market prices

We have selected 2021 as our historical reference year for both the wholesale market
and contingency FCAS markets to model the feasibility of neighbourhood batteries at the
118 transformer locations. For contingency FCAS we have applied an escalator of -10%
to that market. Short of buying market forecasts, this approach is reasonable to provide a
first pass analysis.
As shown in Figure 23 below, compared to previous years 2021 is a relatively high value
year for batteries, but certainly not the highest value.
Orkestra’s view of the wholesale energy market is that we are likely to be a long way
from the top. This calendar year and the energy market chaos that ensued around May
has only strengthened this view. As more renewables enter the system, we can expect
the market to get more volatile. This however will be tempered by utility -scale battery
projects entering the system as developers of these projects are increasingly incentivised
to enter the market. As the adage goes in the energy market – the solution to high prices
is more high prices - so similar to past experiences, the market value will likely be
cyclical.
Orkestra’s view of the contingency FCAS market is that it’s likely to deflate faster than
-10% in the near term and flatten out. This is due to it being a relatively shallow market.
AER only needs to contract around 1000 MW in each National Energy Market region (i.e .,
NSW incl ACT, VIC, QLD, SA and TAS). Given the significant pipeline of utilit y-scale
battery projects, any battery opportunity that relies solely on FCAS is likely to be a
highly risky venture.
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Figure 23 - Hypothetical annual earnings from 1MW/MWh battery – Wholesale Market Arbitrage
and Contingency FCAS

8.1.2

Additional value streams

There are some potential value streams that may be available to neighbourhood
batteries in the future that are not considered in our modelling:
•

•

•
•

8.1.3

The AEMC has recommended a fast frequency market with sub-2 second
response time to commence in October 2023. This will strongly favour batteries,
and particularly those that are grid connected, but will likely increase the
technical requirements of a battery. It is currently unknown whether the Relectrify
batteries will conform to the requirements as they are not yet released.
There are also plans for an inertia market and a capacity market however the
details of these markets are unclear as well as whether neighbourhood batteries
will be able to participate in them.
There may be opportunities to provide grid services to Powercor in the future. We
have attempted to value these benefits in the next chapter.
There may be opportunities to provide a shared-battery-as-a-service model with
the batteries but as discussed in Appendix C, the commercial and regulatory
headwinds on this being widely available are very strong.

Shorter duration battery

While not considered in this analysis a shorter during battery will reduce the upfront
costs while maintaining revenues in situations where the Optimisation control profile is
used, and the battery is targeting wholesale market arbitrage and contingency FCAS .
The preferred battery selected by CVGA was a 3.3-hour Relectrify battery. If a 1-hour
battery were selected, the opportunity is more likely to financially breakeven.
However, any reduction of the duration of the battery will be at the expense of providing
reliable back-up power. As we’ve maintained throughout this report, it’s critical that
neighbourhood battery proponents are clear about their drivers.
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9

What is the total economic value of a neighbourhood
battery?

In Chapter 8 we established that, of the 118 transformers assessed, not a single project
option yielded a positive return on investment from direct revenue sources to the project
developer.
But what if we add in the indirect benefits which flow to other stakeholders such as the
network or the community? In this chapter, we attempt to quantify the indirect benefits
of a community battery, relating them back to dollar terms. These savings cannot be
monetised, or if they are monetary in nature, they cannot easily be monetised by the
project developer.
In this section, we attempt to quantify the following indirect value streams:
•
•
•
•

9.1

Value of
Value of
Value of
Value of

soft network capacity to the network
soft network capacity to end customers (by enabling new solar capacity)
energy independence to communities
improved grid reliability

What is the value of soft network capacity to the Victorian electricity
network?

There is value to the Victorian electricity network by avoided network upgrades. The
counterfactual case for installing a neighbourhood battery is upgrading a transformer to
the next size. While likely site-specific, we have attempted to tie the value of soft
network capacity to the marginal cost of replacing a transformer up to the next size up.
Table 5 - Budgetary cost estimates for upgrading a transformer and the marginal value of soft
network capacity by various transformer upgrades
Transformer upgrade

Total cost of upgrade

Soft network capacity value 10

10 kVA -> 25 kVA

$15,000

$1000 / kVA

25 kVA -> 50 kVA

$20,000

$800 / kVA

50 kVA -> 100 kVA

$25,000

$500 / kVA

100 kVA -> 200 kVA

$30,000

$300 / kVA

Marginal soft network capacity value is calculated as the total cost of upgrade divided by the
difference between the upgraded transformer size and the previous size. E.g., Marginal soft
network capacity value is $15,000 / (25 – 10) = $1000 per kVA.
10
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200 kVA -> 500 kVA
500 kVA -> 750 kVA 11

$75,000

$250 / kVA

$130,000

$520 / kVA

This value may be captured in the future through some type of services agreement with
Powercor. To be clear, it is unlikely that Powercor would pass on all the value.
Furthermore, we have applied this value against the upfront capital cost of a
neighbourhood battery. In reality, this value will likely be paid over the life of the asset
reflecting measured capacity savings the neighbourhood battery achieved.

9.2

What is the value of soft network capacity to end customers?

We have put a value of $965 per kWp of installed solar enabled by a community
battery. This value relates to the 15-year net present value (NPV) of the savings that an
end customer would obtain from installing solar that otherwise would not have been
installed.
Our assumptions to this metric are in the table below. We have also assumed, very
favourably to the projects, that the value of the solar is unlocked immediately (i.e ., that
the new solar in the community is commissioned at the same time as the battery.)
Table 6 -Input assumptions for the value of soft network capacity to end customers
Item

Assumption

Discount rate

3%

Solar CAPEX after incentives

$1000 /kWp

Solar system size

6.6 kW

Generation

1380 kWh / kWp p.a.

Panel degradation

0.5%

Average solar self-consumption

25%

Flat rate tariff cost

30 c/kWh (escalated at 2.5c/kWh)

Feed-in tariff

8 c/kWh (escalated at -7.5%)

The largest pole-mounted transformer is 500 kVA. Increasing to 750 kVA will involve moving
to a ground-mounted transformer that comes with it a new set of challenges relating to available
land and aesthetics.
11
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9.3

What is the value of energy independence to communities?

We have put a value of 3c/kWh on the energy locally produced and consumed at each
transformer that is enabled by the battery. This is an estimation of potential
willingness to pay. Fair to say, this is likely to be an optimistic valuation when most
customers will likely expect the community battery to generate savings rather than add
costs.
A benchmark for this cost would be the marginal cost of Green Power, which is currently
in the order of 4.5 c/kWh but only about 2% of energy customers purchase Green Power.
To monetise this value, you would need to deploy the shared-battery-as-a-service
business model. As discussed in Appendix C, there are significant commercial and
regulatory challenges to this.

9.4

What is the value of improved grid reliability?

We used values for improved grid reliability that are published numbers by the
Australian Energy Regulator (AER) for Value of Customer Reliability (VCR). These are
listed in the table below.
VCR is applied to the unmet load of a transformer and factored by the percentage
change of the battery providing 8 hours of backup for any random outage during the
entire year. The unmet load is calculated as the total estimated baseline load multiplied
by the number of hours that could be met by 8 hours of back up.
Table 7 – Value of Customer Reliability Assumptions
Sector
Residential (Climate Zone 6 –
Regional)
Commercial 12

9.5

VCR
$22.58 /kWh of unmet load
$46.18 /kWh of unmet load

What are the total indirect benefits of neighbourhood batteries?

Summing up the direct and indirect benefits of a neighbourhood battery to generate a
“adjusted NPV”, Figure 24 shows the total of the highest adjusted NPV for every
transformer.

Technically we need to split out agriculture and industrial customers but as most business
sites in our data where classed as commercial, so we used this figure.
12
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Figure 24 – “Best project” by transformer ranked in terms of 15-year adjusted NPV – the NPV of direct value and indirect benefits
including grid reliability value, energy independence value, and benefits from soft network capacity (SNC) to the network and end
customers.
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Box 8 - Case study of 500kVA transformer in Ballan with a 120-kWh battery
participating in the energy markets while providing improved grid reliability
Neighbourhood Battery: Ballan
Powercor Transformer ID

20651819-BMH003

Transformer Size

500 kVA

Residential customers

Total

8

With solar

2

Commercial customers

Total

1

With solar

nil

Solar connected [kWp]

Current

10.4 kWp

New

18.6 kWp

Solar uptake [%]

Current

14.3 %

New

40%

Solar hosting capacity
available?

Yes

Technical specifications
Battery size

120 kWh / 36 kW

Value stack

Optimisation

Value stack description

Wholesale market arbitrage, contingency FCAS
participation and semi-reliable back-up power

The waterfall chart below shows the build-up of value. In this case, there is no value from
soft network capacity (SNC) or energy in dependence.

Figure 25 – Waterfall chart of indirect value contributing to the adjusted NPV for Ballan
Transformer 20651819-BMH003.
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Box 9 - Case study of 100kVA transformer in Ballan with a 120-kWh battery
providing soft network capacity and improved energy independence
Neighbourhood Battery: Ballan
Powercor Transformer ID

20647865-BMH003

Transformer Size

100 kVA

Residential customers

Total

29

With solar

14

Commercial customers

Total

1

With solar

Nil

Solar connected [kWp]

Current

72.8 kWp

New

11.7 kWp

Solar uptake [%]

Current

34.5%

New

40%

Solar hosting capacity
available?

Yes, just.

Technical specifications
Battery size

120 kWh / 36 kW

Value stack

2. Delayed Solar Charging

Value stack description

Soft network capacity and energy independence

The waterfall chart below shows the build-up of value. In this case, there is no value from
Grid Reliability.

Figure 26 – Waterfall chart of indirect value contributing to the adjusted NPV for Ballan
Transformer 20647865-BMH003
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10 What are the “best projects” for CVGA?
In this section we provide:
1. A discussion on the trade-offs which must be considered when attempting to
select the ‘best’ projects.
2. Recommendations for the most suitable project in each village.
3. Recommendations on the most suitable battery control profile .
4. A general summary of the steps to be taken to progress the project to being
investment ready.
5. An overview of the risks and opportunities that these recommended projects are
likely to encounter.

10.1 How to select the ‘best project’: can neighbourhood batteries deliver
on all drivers?
Short answer: No – none of the projects were able to deliver on all the drivers.
In this report we have been working towards meeting the following drivers:
•
•
•
•

Unlocking more solar on low voltage distribution networks that are increasingly
constrained
Increasing the energy independence and self-sufficiency of communities in the
communities represented by CVGA
Improving local reliability and energy resilience
Unlocking new financial value for individuals and communities to help manage
energy affordability

Ultimately it will be a trade-off between drivers and their corresponding value streams.
(In Chapter 9, we attempt to balance all the objectives by putting an econo mic value to
soft network capacity, energy independence and grid reliability to find the most
economic project.) The trade-off comes down (mostly) to the chosen battery control
algorithm.
In the table below we look at a comparison of various control profile options for a single
site. Note that in this case, we were able to find a site where the utilisation of different
control algorithms was able to generate the full range of indirect benefits in one case or
another. Fair to say that this transformer is an outlier, and, in most cases, we were only
able to find a transformer that delivered either soft network capacity and energy
independence value OR grid reliability value.
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Table 8 - Comparison of key metrics for the various control profiles on a 120kWh battery
installed on transformer 20485589-BAN003 in Lyonville with a name plate rating of 50kVA with
10 residential customers, 6 already with solar at current solar uptake (43%).

Control profile

Upfront Cost

1. Solar charging

2. Delayed solar
charging

3. Delayed solar
charging with

4. Optimisation 13

market triggers

($96,000)

($96,000)

($96,000)

($96,000)

$663

$661

$3,215

$11,448

Nil

Nil

$1,987

$30,788

($22,921)

($22,921)

($22,921)

($22,921)

($118,258)

($118,260)

($113,720)

($76,685)

SNC – Network Value

$8,137

$8,137

$1,948

Nil

SNC – Customer Value

$19,693

$19,693

$7,859

Nil

$3,002

$2,752

$2,808

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

$15,894

($87,426)

($87,678)

($101,909)

($60,791)

Wholesale Market Arb.
Contingency FCAS
O&M Costs
NPV (Subtotal)

Energy Ind. Value
Grid Reliability Value
Adjusted NPV

Figure 27 – Comparison of key metrics for the various control profiles outlined in Table 8

For this case we used a solar uptake of 60% rather than the current solar uptake to
demonstrate the point as not back up potential was determined for the current solar uptake case.
13
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10.2 What are the “best projects” for neighbourhood batteries, and do they
deliver a net economic benefit?
Short answer: No – none of the projects were able to deliver a net economic benefit.
The “best projects” for neighbourhood batteries among the 118 transformers
considered have the following characteristics:
•

A battery size of 120 kWh

•

Are controlled using the Optimisation algorithm

•

Create additional economic benefit came from improved grid reliability

To provide a recommendation to CVGA and their partners on which are the “best
projects”, we have selected the battery projects with the highest adjusted NPV by village
– i.e., will deliver the greatest economic benefit. As a reminder, the adjusted NPV is the
15-year net present value of both direct and indirect value. The battery projects with the
highest NPV by village are listed in Table 9.
Table 9 – The “best products” by village – those with the highest adjusted NPV and economic
benefit
Transformer

Adjusted

Battery

Control

NPV

Size

Algorithm

$(76.7k) $(44.4k)

120 kWh

Optimisation

50 kVA

$(76.7k) $(68.2k)

120 kWh

Optimisation

108027199-STL005

50 kVA

$(76.8k) $(69.9k)

120 kWh

Optimisation

Lyonville

20485589-BAN003

50 kVA

$(76.7k) $(60.8k)

120 kWh

Optimisation

Pomonal

41083650-BAN003

50 kVA

$(76.7k) $(60.9k)

120 kWh

Optimisation

Wheatsheaf

20483964-BAN003

100 kVA

$(76.7k) $(65.1k)

120 kWh

Optimisation

Village

Transformer

Ballan

20651819-BMH003

500 kVA

Clunes

73553277-BAN006

Glenlyon

Size

NPV

For each recommendation we have provided a technical overview of each battery,
financial summaries and the social/environmental benefits of each project including an
estimation of local procurement benefits 14.

In the context of this report and as required by the Victorian State Government, ‘local’ means
all suppliers producing Victorian, Australian or New Zealand goods or services or when they
have added value to imported items, such providing a local employment outcome to an imported
product.
14
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10.2.1 Ballan
Neighbourhood Battery: Ballan
Powercor Transformer ID

20651819-BMH003

Transformer Size

500 kVA

Residential customers

Total

8

With solar

2

Commercial customers

Total

1

With solar

nil

Solar connected [kWp]

Current

10.4 kWp

New

18.6 kWp

Solar uptake [%]

Current

14.3 %

New

40%

Solar hosting capacity
available?

Yes

Technical specifications
Battery size

120 kWh / 36 kW

Value stack

Optimisation

Value stack description

Wholesale market arbitrage, contingency FCAS
participation and semi-reliable back-up power

Financial summary
15-year NPV
Discount rate of 3%

15-year adjusted NPV
NPV of direct and indirect value

($76,700)
($44,400)

Indirect value

Source

Initial CAPEX

$96,000

15-year CAPEX & OPEX
Discount rate of 3%

Grid reliability

Value

$32,300

$ 118,900

Year 1 Total Revenue

$ 3,540

Year 1 Network savings

$ 2,706

Year 1 Customer savings

Nil

Grant req. to breakeven

$ 76,700

Socials/environment benefits
Enabled solar connections

Nil (no capacity constraint)

Est. soft capacity uplift [kVA]

Before:

500

After:

519

Uplift:

19

Est. solar hosting uplift [kWp]

Before:

660

After:

685

Uplift:

25

Est. energy ind. Uplift [%]

Before:

23%

After:

21%

Uplift:

-2%

Back-up power potential

50% likely to provide 8-hours of back-up
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Est. of local procurement

100%

10.2.2 Clunes
Neighbourhood Battery: Clunes
Powercor Transformer ID

73553277-BAN006

Transformer Size

50 kVA

Residential customers

Total

10

With solar

3

Commercial customers

Total

1

With solar

nil

Solar connected [kWp]

Current

14.4 kWp

New

19.9 kWp

Solar uptake [%]

Current

16.8 %

New

40%

Solar hosting capacity
available?

Yes

Technical specifications
Battery size

120 kWh / 36 kW

Value stack

Optimisation

Value stack description

Wholesale market arbitrage, contingency FCAS
participation and semi-reliable back-up power

Financial summary
15-year NPV
Discount rate of 3%

15-year adjusted NPV
NPV of direct and indirect value

($76,700)
($68,200)

Indirect value

Source

Initial CAPEX

$96,000

15-year CAPEX & OPEX
Discount rate of 3%

Grid reliability

Value

$8,465

($118,900)

Year 1 Total Revenue

$ 3,538

Year 1 Network savings

$ 709

Year 1 Customer savings

$ Nil

Grant req. to breakeven

$ 76,700

Socials/environment benefits
Enabled solar connections

Nil (no capacity constraint)

Est. soft capacity uplift [kVA]

Before:

50

After:

74

Uplift:

24

Est. solar hosting uplift [kWp]

Before:

66

After:

98

Uplift:

32

Est. energy ind. Uplift [%]

Before:

39%

After:

37

Uplift:

-2%

63

Back-up power potential

34% likely to provide 8-hours of back-up

Est. of local procurement

100%

10.2.3 Glenlyon
Neighbourhood Battery: Glenlyon
Powercor Transformer ID

41083650-BAN003

Transformer Size

50 kVA

Residential customers

Total

10

With solar

3

Commercial customers

Total

1

With solar

nil

Solar connected [kWp]

Current

9.4 kWp

New

19.6 kWp

Solar uptake [%]

Current

12.9%

New

40%

Solar hosting capacity
available?

Yes

Technical specifications
Battery size

120 kWh / 36 kW

Value stack

Optimisation

Value stack description

Wholesale market arbitrage, contingency FCAS
participation and semi-reliable back-up power

Financial summary
15-year NPV
Discount rate of 3%

15-year adjusted NPV
NPV of direct and indirect value

($76,700)
($60,900)

Indirect value

Source

Initial CAPEX

$96,000

15-year CAPEX & OPEX
Discount rate of 3%

Grid reliability

Value

$15,800

($118,900)

Year 1 Total Revenue

$ 3,542

Year 1 Network savings

$ 1,323

Year 1 Customer savings

$ Nil

Grant req. to breakeven

$ 76,700

Socials/environment benefits
Enabled solar connections

Nil (no capacity constraint)

Est. soft capacity uplift [kVA]

Before:

50

After:

68

Uplift:

18

Est. solar hosting uplift [kWp]

Before:

66

After:

90

Uplift:

24

64

Est. energy ind. Uplift [%]

Before:

40%

After:

37%

Uplift:

Back-up power potential

29% likely to provide 8-hours of back-up

Est. of local procurement

100%

-3%

10.2.4 Lyonville
Neighbourhood Battery: Lyonville
Powercor Transformer ID

20485589-BAN003

Transformer Size

50 kVA

Residential customers

Total

10

With solar

6

Commercial customers

Total

Nil

With solar

Nil

Solar connected [kWp]

Current

28.2 kWp

New

11.4 kWp

Solar uptake [%]

Current

42.7 %

New

60%

Solar hosting capacity
available?

Yes

Technical specifications
Battery size

120 kWh / 36 kW

Value stack

Optimisation

Value stack description

Wholesale market arbitrage, contingency FCAS
participation and semi-reliable back-up power

Financial summary
15-year NPV
Discount rate of 3%

15-year adjusted NPV
NPV of direct and indirect value

($76,700)
($60,800)

Indirect value

Source

Initial CAPEX

$96,000

15-year CAPEX & OPEX
Discount rate of 3%

Grid reliability

Value

$15,900

$118,900

Year 1 Total Revenue

$ 3,540

Year 1 Network savings

$ 1,331

Year 1 Customer savings

$ Nil

Grant req. to breakeven

$ 76,700

Socials/environment benefits
Enabled solar connections

Nil (no capacity constraint)

Est. soft capacity uplift [kVA]

Before:

65

50

After:

73

Uplift:

23

Est. solar hosting uplift [kWp]

Before:

66

After:

96

Uplift:

30

Est. energy ind. Uplift [%]

Before:

49%

After:

47%

Uplift:

-2%

Back-up power potential

17% likely to provide 8-hours of back-up

Est. of local procurement

100%

10.2.5 Pomonal
Neighbourhood Battery: Pomonal
Powercor Transformer ID

108027199-STL005

Transformer Size

50 kVA

Residential customers

Total

4

With solar

2

Commercial customers

Total

4

With solar

nil

Solar connected [kWp]

Current

13.6 kWp

New

28.6

Solar uptake [%]

Current

12.9 %

New

40%

Solar hosting capacity
available?

Yes

Technical specifications
Battery size

120 kWh / 36 kW

Value stack

Optimisation

Value stack description

Wholesale market arbitrage, contingency FCAS
participation and semi-reliable back-up power

Financial summary
15-year NPV
Discount rate of 3%

15-year adjusted NPV
NPV of direct and indirect value

($76,700)
($69,900)

Indirect value

Source

Initial CAPEX

$96,000

15-year CAPEX & OPEX
Discount rate of 3%

Grid reliability

($118,900)

Year 1 Total Revenue

$ 3,519

Year 1 Network savings

$ 580

Year 1 Customer savings

$ Nil

Grant req. to breakeven

$ 76,700

Socials/environment benefits
Enabled solar connections

66

Nil (no capacity constraint)

Value

$6,900

Est. soft capacity uplift [kVA]

Before:

50

After:

79

Uplift:

29

Est. solar hosting uplift [kWp]

Before:

66

After:

105

Uplift:

38

Est. energy ind. Uplift [%]

Before:

43%

After:

41%

Uplift:

-2%

Back-up power potential

61% likely to provide 8-hours of back-up

Est. of local procurement

100%

10.2.6 Wheatsheaf
Neighbourhood Battery: Wheatsheaf
Powercor Transformer ID

20483964-BAN003

Transformer Size

100 kVA

Residential customers

Total

6

With solar

2

Commercial customers

Total

Nil

With solar

Nil

Solar connected [kWp]

Current

9.4 kWp

New

6.4 kWp

Solar uptake [%]

Current

23.7 %

New

40%

Solar hosting capacity
available?

Yes

Technical specifications
Battery size

120 kWh / 36 kW

Value stack

Optimisation

Value stack description

Wholesale market arbitrage, contingency FCAS
participation and semi-reliable back-up power

Financial summary
15-year NPV
Discount rate of 3%

15-year adjusted NPV
NPV of direct and indirect value

($ 76,700)
($ 65,100)

Indirect value

Source

Initial CAPEX

$ 96,000

15-year CAPEX & OPEX
Discount rate of 3%

$ 118,900

Year 1 Total Revenue

$ 3,543

Year 1 Network savings

$ 970

Year 1 Customer savings

Nil

Grant req. to breakeven

$ 76,700

Socials/environment benefits

67

Grid reliability

Value

$ 11,600

Appendix C.

Commercial and regulatory challenges for
“shared battery as a service”

As mentioned earlier in this report, we have excluded shared battery as a service from our
analysis. As shared battery as a service are the “promised land” for neighbourhood battery, we
know many readers of this report will be looking for further detail on this option and may be
disappointed in the omission. We have thus provided some information on the key commercial
and regulator challenges facing this service option.
If these challenges can be overcome some time during the life of the asset, then a neighbourhood
battery may be able to provide shared-battery-as-a-service subject to its control. However, given
that the key commercial and regulatory challenges relate to a fundamental premise of the grid the grid being an essential service where all users of the grid within the area of a giv en
distribution network pay the same price for their use of it, regardless of their location - we don’t
recommend proponents hold their breath on changing regulation to enable this concept any time
soon.
To illustration the challenges, we have provided a discussion on the difference in commercial
model of a behind-the-meter battery installed at a home or business versus a shared
neighbourhood battery.

C.1

Commercial models for behind-the-meter and neighbourhood batteries

As context for the simple economics discussed on the next page, below are the commercial
model illustrations for behind-the-meter and neighbourhood batteries. The key difference is that
behind-the-meter batteries (and associated solar) completely offset the c osts of grid supply,
whereas shared neighbourhood batteries must transact via the grid.
Behind-the-meter battery
In this configuration the solar and battery energy flows are not directly metered. Value is created
by the solar and battery by offsetting the use of grid electricity by the end customer and reducing
their retail electricity costs (and, indirectly, their network costs).
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Figure 33 -Commercial model for behind-the-meter batteries
Shared neighbourhood battery
In this configuration, solar behind-the-meter offsets the end customer electricity usage. Excess
solar is exported to the grid to be stored in the neighbourhood battery. The energy must
passthrough the distribution network and be transacted by the retailer .

Figure 34 - Commercial model for shared-battery-as-a-service
Simple economics of behind-the-meter and neighbourhood batteries
The tables below demonstrate the key challenge for the shared battery as a service – the
economics just don’t stack up because too many parties are involved. Where a behind -the-meter
battery will generate a saving for a home or business of ~25 c/kWh, a neighbourhood battery
will generate a saving for the end customer of just 3 c/kWh with the battery maki ng less than 5
c/kWh (even considering the new favourable Powercor community battery tariff). In both cases,
the revenue is below the LCOS benchmark of 30c/kWh needed to financially breakeven (See Box
10), but neighbourhood batteries are not even close. The key issue is the energy must pass
through the grid and be transacted by a retailer (twice!) with fees and margins paid each time.
These transactions eat away at the revenue that would otherwise be paying for the battery.
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Table 24 - Behind-the-meter battery – simple economics
Battery state

End Customers with battery

Battery charging @ 12pm

Opportunity cost:
Solar FiT: -5.2 c/kWh (VDO)

(storing excess solar generation)

Total during charging

-5.2 c/kWh

(revenue is positive)

Battery discharging @ 6pm
(supplying stored solar generation)

Total during discharging
(revenue is positive)

Total Arbitrage

Revenue (avoiding cost):
Peak tariff rate: 30c/kWh
30 c/kWh
24.8 c/kWh

Table 25 - Neighbourhood battery – simple economics
Battery state
Battery charging @ 12pm

End Customers
Revenue
FiT payment: 5.2 c/kWh
(VDO)

Retailer
Revenue
Energy sale: 5.2 c/kWh
plus
Margin @ 15%: 0.8 c/kWh
Costs
FiT payment: 5.2 c/kWh
(VDO)

+5.2 c/kWh

+0.8 c/kWh

Cost
Peak tariff rate: 30c/kWh
less
Comm. Batt discount @
10%: - 3 c/kWh

Revenue
Energy sales 27c/kWh
Costs
Energy – passthrough:
8.7c/kWh
plus
Network - peak tariff: 15.8
c/kWh
plus
Reg & Enviro charges: ~2.5
c/kWh

Revenue
Energy: 8.7 c/kWh
plus
Network: 1 c/kWh

(revenue is positive)

-27 c/kWh

0 c/kWh

9.7 c/kWh

Total Arbitrage

-21.8 c/kWh

0.8 c/kWh

4.7 c/kWh

(storing excess solar generation)

Total during charging
(revenue is positive)

Battery discharging @
6pm

(supplying stored solar generation)

Total during discharging

(With saving of 3 c/kWh)
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Neighbourhood Battery
Costs
Energy: 6 c/kWh
plus
Network charges: -1.5 c/kWh
plus
Reg & Enviro charges:
~2.5c/kWh
-5c/kWh

Appendix C
Neighbourhood Battery Handbook for
Community Groups - Orkestra

Enabled solar connections

Nil (no capacity constraint)

Est. soft capacity uplift [kVA]

Before:

100

After:

111

Uplift:

11

Est. solar hosting uplift [kWp]

Before:

132

After:

146

Uplift:

14

Est. energy ind. Uplift [%]

Before:

39%

After:

32%

Uplift:

-7%

Back-up power potential

52% likely to provide 8-hours of back-up

Est. of local procurement

100%

Neighbourhood Battery Initiative
Final report

PART B: NEIGHBOURHOOD
BATTERY HANDBOOK
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Introduction to Part B: Neighbourhood Battery
Handbook.
This section provides important background information for a proponent considering the
development of any neighbourhood battery project. Whilst written to support the CVGA
brief, we have intended to write a stand-alone section of the document which can be
read by other community organisations in Australia.
In Part B we:
•
•
•
•

Introduce the concept of neighbourhood batteries, including how to think about
their benefits and costs.
Outline the key practical considerations a neighbourhood battery project including
the technical, commercial, and operational aspects.
Discuss what defines a successful neighbourhood battery.
Discuss potential cost-effective alternatives to neighbourhood batteries.

11 Introduction to neighbourhood batteries
In this section we provide:
•
•
•
•

An introduction to the concept of neighbourhood battery
An overview of the drivers of a neighbourhood battery
A description of the services that a neighbourhood battery can provide, and
Introduce the concept of a value stack.

11.1 What is a neighbourhood battery?
The Victorian Government defines neighbourhood batteries (also called community-scale
or community batteries) as a type of energy storage model that can provide multiple
benefits to consumers, communities, and the electricity system. 15
The Government also specify neighbourhood batteries as:
•
•

15

Having a capacity from 100kWh up to 5MWh and can service a neighbourhood of
approximately 20-100 households.
Offering similar functionality to utility-scale batteries.

See FAQ of https://engage.vic.gov.au/victorian-neighbourhood-battery-initiative-consultation
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•

Being connected ‘in front of the meter’ to the electricity distribution network,
rather than ‘behind the meter’ in a household or business premises. A
neighbourhood scale battery would typically be located at street level close to
where electricity is being both consumed by homes and generated from rooftop
solar.

It is important to recognise that there is no agreed definition but an important distinction
between a community-scale battery and a community-owned battery. Many community
groups that have developed community-owned energy assets (including the funders of
this report, Hepburn Wind, who developed the Hepburn Wind Farm Project) are now
taking interest in community-scale batteries.
However, the community ownership of energy assets and the physical location of energy
assets within a community need to be considered as two very different things. That said,
they are commonly merged into the concept of a neighbourhood battery.
For the purposes of this report, we have adopted the Victorian Government’s definition
but have extended on it below.

11.2 What are the drivers for a neighbourhood battery
CVGA commissioned this report due to communities and councils across central and
northwest Victoria expressing strong interest in neighbourhood batteries as a potential
option to address multiple problems and opportunities in the region such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Unlocking more solar installations on low voltage distribution networks that are
increasingly constrained
Accelerating the shift to zero net emissions electricity
Unlocking new value streams for communities to help manage energy bill s
Improving local reliability and energy resilience
Addressing equity issues for households who cannot afford solar and or batteries

This was further confirmed by Hepburn Energy which undertook a survey of 246 people
on their expectations of the benefits of neighbourhood batteries. Well over half the
respondents viewed “progressing Z-NET” 16, improving resilience, increasing local selfsufficiency, and carbon savings as “very important” benefits of neighbourhood batteries.
(Comparatively only a third of respondent saw financial benefits as a “very important”
benefit).

Z-NET stands for Zero Net Energy Town. It is a shared set of resources to support rural towns,
villages, and regions throughout Australia to satisfy their own energy needs from renewable
energy sources in a way which is competitive with its current system of energy (in terms of price,
quality, reliability, security of supply and so on). More details can be found at: https://znet.org.au/
16
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Figure 28 - Answers to the Question: “In regard to community batteries, how important are the
following benefits to you?” in a recent Hepburn Energy survey results on neighbourhood
batteries (N = 246).

Similarly, the NBI consultation commissioned by the Victorian State Government 17
determined that 80% of the 312 respondents to the consultation expected the benefits
of a community battery to include carbon reductions, the ability to access storage
without needing to buy a battery, and support for more solar on the grid.
Many people in the community see neighbourhood batteries as a pathway to a variety of
environmental, social, and economic benefits. While we don’t question the enthusiasm
for neighbourhood batteries, our detailed analysis in Part A shows that there is a wide
gulf between the expectations on neighbourhood batteries and the challenge they face
achieving commercial viability.
Significant trade-offs exist between the various requirements, especially when weighing
up non-financial drivers versus financial ones. Communities seeking to deploy a
neighbourhood battery will need to clearly determine their drivers and what is most
important to their unique situation. For example, a battery that has a primary
requirement to improve grid resilience and support during natural disasters will unlikely
be able to perform many other services that create revenue for the battery but require it
to be regularly discharging.
The drivers of a community for a neighbourhood battery will ultimately determine th e
services that a neighbourhood battery must provide.

17

See https://engage.vic.gov.au/victorian-neighbourhood-battery-initiative-consultation
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11.3 What services can a neighbourhood battery provide?
Batteries are so versatile in their use cases that they are often referred to as the ‘Swiss
army knife’ of energy technology. This is exemplified by the now famous RMI B attery
Value Wheel (see Figure 29 below). In all cases, as a simple rule of thumb, the service of
a battery is to charge with electricity at times that it is “low value” and discharge during
times that electricity is (comparatively) “high value”.

Figure 29 The Rocky Mountain Institute Battery Value Wheel (RMI 2015)

But in the case of community batteries, value may be highly subjective as proponents are
not always measuring value as the direct financial benefits. For example, proponents
may value backup power or solar hosting capacity greater than the financial benefits
these services bring. As such, proponents of neighbourhood batteries will likely find
that they must continuously and routinely revisit their drivers for a given community
battery project to be clear on what services are of most value to them.
Table 10 shows the services that a neighbourhood battery can provide, a description of
how they capture value (in which we have attempted to tie this back to financial value),
the key stakeholders involved, and an indication of commercial value and technical and
commercial complexity.
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Table 10 - Potential services of a neighbourhood battery

Service

Description

Key
Value capture resulting stakeholders
from
for value
capture

Social/environmental benefits

Network support

Soft network
capacity

To improve load or solar hosting capacity, a
battery may be used to supplement the capacity
of a network transformer by discharging during
times of peak demand and charging during times
of peak generation. This is “soft” as a battery
cannot indefinitely sustain this function due to its
infinite size.

Deferred capital expenditure
by DNSPs. No clear path for
this value but potentially via
a bilateral contract with a
DNSP.

DNSP

Voltage
support

A battery provides voltage support to the
network by providing Volt-VAR reactions or
similar. This can support particularly low-voltage
networks that have voltage issues due to solar
export.

Services contract or similar
with a DNSP

DNSP

Back-up
power

A battery provides back up power to one or more
energy users during times when the grid is
unavailable (e.g., during extreme weather
events). This service is technically complex as it
requires a section of network to be islandable.

Services contract with a local
council or DNSP. It is unclear
whether a DNSP will
entertain these arrangements.

DNSP, local
council

Improve
A battery charges with excess solar generation
energy
from a group of energy users common to a local
independence transformer (i.e., net export) and discharges
during times there is a net import at that
transformer.

Value capture by default will
come from wholesale market
participation.

Retailer / Small
Generator
Aggregator

Reduce
carbon
emissions

Unclear. Potential from
carbon credit generation but
as far as Orkestra is aware
this use case is technically
and commercially
unprecedented.

Carbon markets
(e.g., ACCUs, Gold
Standard, CERs
etc)
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The battery charges with electricity during times
of low carbon intensity in the grid and discharges
during times of high carbon intensity. The carbon
reduction is the margin carbon savings from
displacing the last generator in a carbonintensity merit order. Given the novelty of this,
the technical and commercial complex is very
high.

Commercial
value

Technical
Complexity

Commercial
Complexity

($$$ being highest value)

(10 being most complex)

(10 being most complex)

$

3

6

$

6

8

Unknown / nil
but indirect value
could be high

6

6

Nil, but indirect
value could be
high

2

3

$

8

8

Market services

“Shared
battery” as a
service

In principle, a shared battery is an alternative to a
privately owned battery installed “behind-themeter” of a residence. A group of customers in
connected in the same local network can use the
neighbourhood battery to store excess solar
generation.

Tripart energy supply
agreements between a
retailer, battery operator and
local customers where the
local customers pay a virtual
storage fee.

In practice under the currently regulatory
framework, this requires a retailer is used to
facilitate a commercial transaction between a
neighbourhood battery operator and local
customers. The retailer would need to be the
financial responsible market participant (FRMP)
to all parties. While technically straightforward
as it has the same technical requirements as for
improving energy independence, in our view this
model is highly complex commercially to the
point of being infeasible.

Value capture would likely be
facilitated by discount
network tariffs for the local
customers that provide
discount charges for energy
supply during times the
battery is discharging.

Wholesale
market
arbitrage

A battery participates in the wholesale electricity
market, charging during times of low energy
market prices and discharging during times of
high energy market prices. For the scale of a
neighbourhood battery, the battery is classed as
unscheduled generation and will be a price taker
in the market.

Arbitrage of the wholesale
electricity market facil itated
by transactions with a retailer
or small generation
aggregator.

Retailer / Small
Generator
Aggregator

Contingency
FCAS
markets
participation

A battery participates in up to six different
contingency FCAS markets. The contingency
FCAS markets operating as capacity markets
meaning a battery is paid on $/MW per hour for
being available to respond to a market event, not
for the event itself. Most neighbourhood batteries
would be too small to participate in the FCAS
market on their own right and there would need
to be part of an aggregated group of assets
participating together.

Bidding and dispatch by the
Australian Energy Market
Operator facilitated by a
Retailer or MASP.

Retailer or Market
Ancillary Services
Provider (MASP)
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Retailer, DNSP

$

2

10

$$

4

3

$-$$$

6

6

See Appendix C for more
details.

11.4 What is the “value stack” of a neighbourhood battery
At current battery prices, most batteries are not economically viable if providing one
service alone. Further, batteries are like a Swiss-army knife for the energy sector. They
can and should provide multiple services to be fully utilised and economically optimised.
The provision of multiple services makes up what is called a “value stack”. That is, a
stack of different revenue streams that in total make up its entire value.
Not all services of a battery are complementary, as outlined in Table 10. Key factors that
will determine whether services are complimentary are:
•

•

The ideal duration of the battery – This is the length of time the battery can
charge or discharge at full power 18. Short duration batteries are best for situations
that favour batteries with high power requirements and that can deliver a lot of
energy in a relatively short period of time. For example, short duration batteries
are ideal for wholesale market arbitrage, and contingency FCAS. Long duration
batteries are ideal for soft network capacity, energy independence, and backup
power.
The ideal state of charge of the battery – This is a temporal attribute of the
battery. Some services ideally require the battery to be fully charged, sometimes
all the time, for example, a battery providing back up power. Other services
require a battery to be fully discharged at the start of a day ready to charge with
excess solar, for example when providing soft network capacity to improve solar
hosting or increasing energy independence. To some degree, optimisation
algorithms can be used to co-optimise the use of the battery but only when the
battery can forecast what it might have to do. For example, when a battery will
need to store solar is relatively predictable due to modern d ay weather
forecasting. However, when a battery will be needed to provide backup is
(generally) not predictable.

We have considered how reliably a battery can provide back-up power in Section 7.2.4
and in the project recommendations in Chapter 10.

The duration of the battery is a bit of a misnomer, for example “1 -hour battery” can be
operated for much longer periods at lower power settings. The duration of the battery is
commonly used as a proxy for power of the battery (measured in kilowatts [kW] relative to the
capacity of a battery (measured in kilowatt-hours [kWh]). A short duration 1-hour battery is
considered high power relative to a 4-hour battery which is considered as a low power, long
duration battery.
18
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11.5 How to think about neighbourhood battery ecomomics
In the process of undertaking our analysis (Part A), we had to think carefully about how
we defined ‘viability’ of a neighbourhood or community battery. We have therefore
outlined two versions of viability:
•

•

Financial viability: The project is viable to the project proponent based on direct
value capture alone (i.e., proponent $NPV>0). In our analysis, the value stack
comprises of tariff arbitrage, wholesale arbitrage, and contingency FCAS.
Economic viability: the project is viable to the broader community when direct
and indirect values are considered (Adjusted $NPV>0). The indirect value might
flow to a range of stakeholders and be non-monetary in nature to the proponent.
In our analysis, the value stack comprises of direct value capture streams, plus
soft network capacity value to the network, soft network capacity value to
homeowners (via solar uptake), value of energy independence, and value of grid
reliability improvements.

Assuming that our approach is robust and accurate, the outcomes for both financial and
economic viability should determine whether a project should proceed to the next stage
of delivery. The recommended approach for determining project viability is detailed in
Table 11.
Table 11 – Recommended approach to determining project viability
Outcomes

Recommended next step

Financially viable: Yes

Project should proceed to next stage of delivery

Proponent NPV>0
Economically viable: Yes
Adjusted NPV>0
Financially viable: No
Proponent NPV<0
Economically viable: Yes
Adjusted NPV>0

Financially viable: No
Proponent NPV<0
Economically viable: No
Adjusted NPV<0
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The project could make a case for grant funding based on the
argument it is in the public good.
For the grant to be attractive to the project proponent, it needs to
be at least the size of the shortfall in Project NPV to the project
proponent.
The project should not proceed.

Furthermore, for neighbourhood batteries to have long term prospects beyond the
current round of government subsidies, there is ideally a pathway for neighbourhood
batteries being financially viable. We would encourage proponents to consider this
when selecting the services of their battery.
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Box 10 – Battery Economics 101 (direct value capture)
Batteries are a capital investment that must make a return obtaining payments for:
•

•

•

Energy – the ability to charge and discharge energy, charging at times of low
prices and discharging at times of high prices. Revenue is generated by
arbitraging the charging and discharging prices and is typically measured in
terms of c/kWh.
Power – the ability to offset power requirements, e.g., soft network capacity.
This is typically paid based on the ability of a battery to sustain a reduction
in power requirements and priced in terms of $/kW or $/kVA.
Capacity – the ability to respond to unexpected events, e.g., contingency
FCAS or back up power. This is typically paid on an hourly basis for the times
a battery is available to respond and priced in terms of c/kW/h.

Ultimately all the revenue and energy transacting through the battery must exceed
the upfront capacity cost of the battery. As a simple rule of thumb, proponents can
conceptualise the relative average value of each service by reducing it to a c/kWh
rate. For a given service, the average service value can be calculated as:

This can be benchmarked against the Levelized Cost of Storage (LCOS) to
determine whether a service is of value or not. It the average service value is less
than the LCOS, then it will contribute to a negative return. The LCOS is calculated
as:

Where:
•
•

the warrantied number of cycles is typically 1 per day for the life of the asset
the usable capacity of the battery needs to account for battery degradation

Typical LCOS are in the range of 20 – 35 c/kWh, but 30 c/kWh is a reasonable
benchmark. In the case of the Relectrify batteries modelled (with an assumed
install price of $800), the LCOS is approximately 34 c/kWh (8-year life), but we
have generously and very optimistically allowed for a 15-year life that reduces the
LCOS to 20 c/kWh.
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12 Key considerations for neighbourhood batteries
There are several key practical considerations for neighbourhood batteries:
•
•
•

Where the neighbourhood battery should be located, including from both power
system and geographical perspectives
Which stakeholders that must be involved in each neighbourhoo d battery project
How the battery should be controlled depending on the drivers of the project

There are trade-offs that must be considered when working through these practical
considerations.
In addition to the above and complimentary to the consideration of stakeholders, the
questions of who owns the asset and how the value is returned to the community is also
key considerations. These considerations are considered in Chapter 14 -Recommended
business model for CVGA neighbourhood batteries.

12.1 Where should neighbourhood batteries be located
12.1.1 Locations for a neighbourhood battery within the distribution network
There are four potential locations for a neighbourhood battery in a distribution network.
Pole mount
transformer

Upstream
network
(Transmission
and Generation)

Terminal
Substation

A

66 kV line

Zone
Substation

B

Three-phase
22 kV line

“End of the line”

240 V / 415 V feeder

C

D

Figure 30 – Four options for locating a neighbourhood battery within a distribution network

A. In proximity to and on the downstream side of a terminal station – the point at
which the high-voltage (66kV) distribution network commences (from the
transmission network). A terminal station will serve in the order of hundreds of
thousands of homes and businesses.
B. In proximity to and on the downstream side of a zone substation – the point at
which the medium-voltage (22kV) distribution network commences. A zone
substation will serve in the order of thousands of homes and businesses.
C. In proximity to and on the downstream side of a ground-mount or pole-mount
transformer – the point at which the low-voltage (240V single phase / 415 V
three phase) feeder commences. These transformers will typically serve up to 100
homes and businesses, but as little as a single premise.
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D. At the “end of the line” – this is the end of the low-voltage feeder that serves the
last home or business on that feeder.
As shown in Table 12, locating a neighbourhood battery in proximity to and on the LV
side of a ground or pole-mount transform is the optimal location to be able to provide a
full range of services. The only trade-off will be that the battery will be limited in its
capacity to provide voltage support. Given the unknown value and commercial
complexities of providing this service, we view it safe to dismiss the compromise.
Table 12 – Ease of service delivery by service for neighbourhood batteries located a t various
distribution network locations
A – Terminal
Substation

B – Zone
substation

C – Pole-mount
transformer

D – End of the
line

Soft network capacity

✘

o

✓

✘

Voltage support

✘

✘

o

✓

Back-up power

✘

✘

✓

o

Improve energy
independence

✘

✘

✓

✓

Reduce carbon
emissions

✓

✓

✓

✓

“Shared battery” as a
service

✘

✘

✓

o

Wholesale market
arbitrage

✓

✓

✓

o

Contingency FCAS
markets participation

✓

✓

✓

o

Market
services

Social/environment
al benefits

Network
support

Service

12.1.2 Suitable geographical locations for a neighbourhood battery
Ultimately a neighbourhood battery must reside on a title, easement, or public land.
Given the interest of local municipalities to enable neighbourhood batteries, we would
recommend to proponents that they seek to lease a parcel of road reserve or similar
public reserve to locate a battery.
If the proponents ultimately seek Powercor (the distribution network service provider) to
own the asset, then locating the asset within one of Powercor’s easements is likely to be
the easiest option.
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12.2 Which stakeholders are required for a neighbourhood battery project?
As highlighted in Table 10, there is a large variety of stakeholders that will be involved
in each project. Below is a summary of how proponents should set expectations around
stakeholders. This may impact decisions around who and how various stakeholders are
involved in a project.
In general, engagements with stakeholders will be smoother and more tra nsactional
where proponents are seeking to provide services with their battery that conform to the
stakeholders existing systems and processes.
Table 13 - Expectation management regarding various stakeholders
Stakeholder

Expected response to a neighbourhood battery project
Regardless of the project, at a minimum Powercor will be involved for
enabling the connection of the neighbourhood battery. For the connection,
Powercor may ask for a power system study to be undertaken. We would
recommend allowing up to 6 months for the connections process.

DNSP (i.e.,
Powercor)

FRMPs (i.e.,
Retailer or Small
Generation
Aggregator) and
MASPs

Where the proponents of the project have an expectation of a DNSP to
contribute resources or funds to the project (either as a capital
contribution or ongoing revenue stream) outside any established process
at a DNSP, proponents can expect long lead times (i.e., years) to establish
a process for funding to flow. A DNSP may also require extensive power
system studies and even control over an asset to provide funding.
Where proponents are seeking to provide services with a neighbourhood
battery that involve the sale of electricity 19 to end-customers, e.g.,
providing shared battery as a service to households or businesses,
proponents will need to engage the service of a Retailer. If Retailers are
expected to be conduit to an exotic business model, such as virtual share
battery as a service, proponents can expect long lead times (i.e., years)
when working with retailers these models are well outside their core
business and their business systems are typically very inflexible.

Under Victorian energy regulations, the sale of electricity will be the key activity that will
trigger the involvement of a retailer. If a neighbourhood battery proponent wishes to pass value
to an end-customer via another mechanism, then using a retailer may be avoided.
19
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Where proponents require access to wholesale market to provide various
services (e.g., improving energy independence, arbitrage, provide sha red
battery as a service or wholesale market arbitrage), proponents will need
to engage the services of a financially responsible market participant
(FRMP). A FRMP can be a Retailer or Small Generation Aggregator. From
a business model perspective, if the simple task of providing market
access is required, this is straightforward and transactional for these
parties and lead times should be short (1-2 months).
Where proponents are seeking to obtain access to the contingency FCAS
markets, proponents will need to engage the services of a Retailer or
Market Ancillary Services Provider (MASP). Again, this is relatively
straightforward for these parties albeit not all Retailers and MASPs will
offer this service. Due to the regulatory and technical requirements for
these parties, proponents can expect lead times of 6-9 months.

Battery provider

There are two types of battery providers in Australia – system integrators
(e.g., PowerTec) and battery OEMs 20 (e.g., LG and Tesla). Battery OEMs
overall are interested in large volumes and in many cases are not
interested in projects of volumes less than 1MW in size.
We would recommend approaching system integrators and smaller
battery OEMs.
Neighbourhood battery projects are still nascent, so the options for
controls providers may be limited. Depending on the battery provider, the
control solution may be packaged with the battery therefore Orkestra

Controls provider

recommends that proponents select their battery provider first.
In addition, not all controls providers (and control types) will be able to
perform the services desired of a battery. Proponents should therefore be
clear on what services they require when approaching controls providers.

20

Original Equipment Manufacturers
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13 Steps to progress the project to investment ready
Based on the Analysis presented in Part A, we do not recommend that CVGA
progress any of the modelled projects towards investment. We have completed this
chapter for generic reference purposes only.

13.1 Stages to advance a neighbourhood battery to implementation
Stage 1: Project formulation and assessment
Is a neighbourhood battery a suitable solution in response to community drivers?
a.

Identify community

Understand priorities and community drivers for a

needs

neighbourhood battery solution.

Complete

b. Access data for
modelling

Interval and network infrastructure data is required
for projects that aim to solve network problems.

c.

Technical and

Confirmation that neighbourhood battery viably

financial modelling
(stage 1)

meets drivers. Recommendation of go/no-go,
preferred project, system size and value stack.

Complete

Go/no go by proponent on whether to proceed.

Pending

d. Preliminary decision

Complete

Stage 2. Stakeholder & technology confirmation
e.

f.

Project delivery
partner

Confirm site

For a community-based organisation, we recommend
finding a suitable technical and commercial delivery
partner as early as possible to manage project
delivery.

Not
started

Confirm site availability, negotiate on terms and fees.
To prevent delays here, the site owner should ideally

Not

be part of the journey from Stage 1.

started

Confirm the delivery partners for accessing the
proposed value streams. This may include an energy
g. Confirm revenueaccess stakeholders
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retailer, aggregator, market ancillary service provider,
and the DNSP. A shortlist of controls software
providers should be identified here as it is closely
related to revenue access. Commercial terms should
be negotiated and close to settled by this stage.

Not
started

Select the battery technology for inclusion in the
h. Select battery
hardware and
installation partners

i.

project. This could take the form of a tender, which
might include engineering and installation
contractors. Shortlisted control software providers in
(g) can be confirmed here once technology
compatibility is established.

Not
started

Confirm ownership

The structure of who will own, operate, and invest in

Not

and investment model

the asset needs to be finalised by this stage.

started

Stage 3. Investment due diligence
j.

Risk assessment

Detailed risk assessment scanning all project risks
(technical, commercial, organisational, regulatory,
and economic).

k.

Detailed technical
modelling

Detailed simulation of the proposed technology,
considering proposed system sizing, degradation, and
system configuration.

Not
started
Not
started

Detailed financial modelling of the proposed
l.

Detailed financial
modelling and board
pack

commercial model, updated with firm cost, and
revenue shares. Include any third-party forecasts of
market price datasets at this stage. Detailed
sensitivity analysis of key risks. Preparation of
cashflow and balance sheet for asset owner,

Not
started

including tax considerations. Board pack delivered to
project proponents and any key investors.
m. Final investment
decision

The final call on whether to proceed with the project
is made at this stage.

Stage 4: Implementation - Beyond scope of report
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Not
started

13.2 Identified project risks
Severity

Risk

Item

Likelihood

Technical

Network connection delayed

Medium

Low

Fire due to technical malfunction

Low

High

Natural disaster (fire or flood)

Low

High

Capacity degrades faster than expected

Medium

Medium

Round-trip efficiency lower than expected

Low

Medium

Project uptime is lower than expected

Low

Medium

Key technical components break or face issues earlier
than scheduled

Medium

Medium

Control algorithms underperforming

Medium

Medium

Partners renege on expected terms

Low

Medium

Key stakeholders exit market mid-project

Medium

Low

Administrative costs higher than expected

Low

Low

Market prices from wholesale and /or FCAS deviate
from expected

Medium

Medium

Battery capex costs increase before project reaches
commissioning

Medium

Medium

Battery OPEX and servicing costs increase during
project

Medium

Medium

Network tariffs substantially change over the project
period

Medium

Medium

Community organisation running project faces
internal issues

Medium

Medium

Administration operational costs of project not
properly scoped

Medium

Medium

Counterparty dispute with key stakeholder increases
legal costs

Low

Medium

Market rules change, threatening key pillars of
earnings

Low

Medium

Planning approval rejected on grounds of safety,
visual amenity etc

Medium

Medium

Commercial

Economic

Organisational

Regulatory
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pre-mitigation

14 Recommended business model for CVGA
neighbourhood batteries
We have made our recommendation of a business model for CVGA and their partners
based on a neighbourhood battery having the following value stack of services:
•
•
•
•

Energy independence
Soft network capacity
Wholesale market arbitrage (limited to market events greater than $1000/MWh
so as not to compromise soft network capacity)
Contingency FCAS market participation (limited to market events greater than
$100/MW/h, again so as not to compromise soft network capacity activity)

Our recommended business model to CVGA and its partners is:
•

•

•
•

Any neighbourhood batteries developed conceived by this report should be
owned by a special purpose vehicle that is partly or fully funded by the
community.
The development of an asset should be led by a specialist community energy
developer with experience in developing special purpose vehicles (SPV) that
enable community participation and ownership.
Value should be returned to the community, at least initially, through dividend
payments to the owners of the neighbourhood battery SPV.
Asset management of the neighbourhood battery will likely need to be managed
internally by whomever runs the SPV with maintenance, control , aggregation,
and market access outsourced to the appropriate parties.

Figure 31 below provides a high-level outline of the commercial model that ties this
structure together. The commercial model is complex, with many stakeholders involved
in the project. In this model, the critical enabling party is an aggregator or retailer that
can facilitate access to the wholesale market (NEM) and contingency FCAS markets.
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Figure 31 – Commercial model for a neighbourhood battery owned by a SPV that provides
network services to a Distribution Network Service Provider and participates in the wholesale
and contingency FCAS markets.

In the sections below we have considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The potential ownership options
The potential development options
Options for returning value to the community
Operation options

In each section we have considered the relative strengths and weaknesses of each
option.

14.1 Ownership options
There are five potential options for the ownership of a neighbourhood battery during its
development and early operation. There is a potential sixth option to sell the asset to a
specialist asset owner (e.g., an infrastructure or superannuation fund) later if the returns
are attractive.
On the balance of the options below, we would recommend Option 2 – Community
Group via an SPV as the best ownership option for a community battery. All the other
parties listed below will be involved in the project in some way but are unlikely to be
suitable owners for a variety of reasons discussed in the weaknesses sect ion of the
table.
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Table 14 – Ownership options for a neighbourhood battery during its development and early
operation.
Owner option
1. Council or local

Strengths
•

government

•

Councils have ownership and

Weaknesses
•

Ownership and coordination of

control over the land typically

neighbourhood batteries is not

needed for a neighbourhood

the core business for a local

battery.

council. Critical decision making

Many local councils and
councillors view the benefits of

will likely be hampered by this.
•

The risk profile of neighbourhood

community batteries as highly

batteries is likely outside the

desirable and are highly

comfort zone of a council.

motivated to see them succeed.

•

Councils may be suitable for a
pilot, but they do not have the
balance sheets to roll out these
assets at scale.

2. Community group

•

via SPV
•

A community group is likely to

Significant administration is

lead most of the benefits

required for community

returned to the local community.

organisations who wish to lead

Community groups may have

asset development.

lower expectations on returns.
•

•

•

Decision making within the

Community groups that have

group may be challenging given

experience developing

the highly complex nature of

community energy projects (e.g.,

these projects.

Hepburn energy) will likely have

•

There is not necessarily overlap

the requisition experience to

between the investors in the

develop these projects.

project and the energy users in
proximity to the battery that will
indirectly benefit from the
neighbourhood battery (e.g., via
improved solar hosting).

3. Distribution network

•

service provider
(DNSP)
•

A DNSP is well placed to own

DNSPs have their own

neighbourhood batteries with

investment priorities that will

the potential to incorporate them

compete with a project

into their regulated asset base.

conceived by a community group.

As DSNPs can directly benefit

They will judge the investment

from the network service that a

against other options available

community battery can provide

to them.

(e.g., by deferring capital
expenditure), it is easier to
monetise the services of soft
network capacity and improved
grid reliability.
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•

•

Ringfencing and other regulatory
issues can limit the value stack
options for a battery, specifically
the ability to participate in
energy markets. (There are
examples where this has been
overcome with ringfencing
waivers issued by the regulator,
but it is questionable whether is
approach is scalable.)

•

There is no way for the
community to directly participate
in the battery ownership and
value, and DNSPs may focus on
the outcomes that serve their
purposes rather than met
community drivers.

4. Retailer

•

A retailer is best placed to

•

neighbourhood battery, the

streams of a battery (wholesale

community will be locked into a

market arbitrage and

particular retailer for the life of

contingency FCAS)
•

To benefit from the

access the most value revenue

Retailers may be able (subject to

the project.
•

It may be difficult to get a

the value created) to pass the

retailer interested in the project

benefits of a community battery

as it is well outside their core

more directly in the form of a

business and there may be

community retail energy plan.

insufficient project upside for
them.

5. Specialist project
developer/asset
owner

•

A specialist project

•

Neighbourhood batteries are

developer/asset owner will likely

likely too complex and have too

be best placed to deliver a

many stakeholders for most

project efficiently and rapidly.

specialist project developers
who will likely weigh up
neighbourhood battery returns
against those of utility-scale
batteries.
•

No direct incentive or
requirement for a specialist
project developer to involve the
community in a project.
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14.2 Development options
Leading on from the above recommendation that a community group via SPV should
own the asset, it is now important to consider who develops the asset.
There are only two options for who leads the development of the asset – either by the
community group themselves or by enlisting the support of a specialist community
energy project developer.
As a rule, we would recommend that unless the community group has previously
developed a more straightforward community energy project (e.g ., a wind or solar farm
as is the case with Hepburn Energy), they should not attempt to develop the battery
project themselves, given neighbourhood batteries are complex projects to develop.
For most community groups, we would recommend partnering with or contracting the
services of a specialist community energy project developer. Options here include
Hepburn Wind, Komo Energy, and other private companies with community project
experience (for example Flow Power, who partnered with Repower Shoalhaven to
deliver a solar farm). The community group may be forced to consider how to incentivise
a developer to participate in the project, especially if the project is marginal or struggling
to be financially breakeven. It may be that the community group will need to pay the
developer upfront or on a time and materials basis.

14.3 Options for returning value to the community
Under the ownership model recommended – the neighbourhood battery should be
owned by a community group via an SPV – the value of the project will be returned to
the community via an issue of shares (likely tied to equity contributions) or debt funding
arrangements, for example via the issue of convertible notes.
If the challenges of shared battery as a service (as discussed in Appendix C) are
resolved, then a retailer may be able to pass benefits of a community battery back to the
members of the community proximate the battery via a community retail energy plan.

14.4 Recommendations for meeting various operational requirements
As far as Orkestra is aware, there is currently no single organisation in Australia that the
proponents of a neighbourhood battery could outsource to. As such, the asset
management of the battery will likely need to be performed by the community group
administering the SPV with various operational requirements of the battery outsourced
to specialist providers.
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Below are our recommendations for the various operational requirements of the battery.
To be clear, the partner options have not been confirmed but b ased on Orkestra’s
knowledge of the services provided by their organisations.
Table 15 – Recommendations for the delivery of various operation requirements for a
neighbourhood battery
Operational requirement

Recommendation

Partner Options

Market access

We strongly recommend against

Retailer options: Momentum,

proponents trying to insource this

Flow Power, Energy Locals,

operational requirement due to

Aggregator options: Enel X

economies of scale requirements that
are well outside that of a
neighbourhood battery project.
We recommend gaining access to the
various energy markets – wholesale
and contingency FCAS markets – by
partnering with an authorised Market
Customer (i.e., a retailer), or
aggregator holding a Small
Generation Aggregator (SGA) and
Market Ancillary Services Provider
(MASP) authorisations.
Maintenance

We recommend outsourcing
scheduled and breakdown
maintenance to an electrical
contractor with experience
maintaining batteries.
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Nextgen Electrical

Operational requirement

Recommendation

Partner Options

Battery Control Provision

The battery control provider will be

Evergen, SwitchDIN

responsible for balancing and
optimising the various services needs
of the battery.
It may be that the party that provides
market access has a preferred
supplier for the battery controls.
The battery will also need some local
control (e.g., to respond to frequency
excursions and manage for soft
network capacity) that will need to be
integrated in the battery management
system or provided by the controls
provider.
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Appendix D
Behind-the-meter Commercial and
Technical Report – Orkestra

Technical & Financial analysis
Community battery feasibility project
Client: CVGA
February 2022

Executive summary
Technical & financial analysis

Vippy has assessed the technical and financial viability of a range of potential
battery solutions at 3 sites in regional Victoria. Most are not viable when assessing
financials alone, but if certain conditions are met, some of the projects could be
worthy of further consideration.
SUMMARY & KEY FINDINGS
CVGA has asked Vippy to assess the feasibility of community batteries in their local area.

•

One of the identified community battery project types involves locating batteries at community facilities for the purposes of bill savings,
combined with essential community back-up power for supply during grid outages.

•

3 sites have been put forward by CVGA for analysis: Daylesford Town Hall, Kerang Library, and Cressy Hub.

•

Vippy assessed the technical and financial viability of potential battery solutions at each site, testing sizes from 13kWh to 200kWh and
a range of behind-the-meter and market-facing value stacks under different tariff arrangements.

•

Most of the sites were not viable when viewed strictly through a financial investment or sustainability lens. Back-up provision was
relatively high, particularly in summer from larger batteries.

•

Specifically, Daylesford, Kerang and the emergency shelter could be deemed to be worthy of further investigation for a community
battery. We do not recommend further analysis at the Creswick site.

•

If one or more of these conditions are met, the projects not yet ruled out of contention could be worthy of further consideration:
A) solar PV should be oversized relative to load. Doing this with a battery boosts energy independence and improves the financial
viability of the project.
B) The site can be switched to ToU network tariffs and (ideally) wholesale price exposed tariffs to tap more earnings*
C) The site has a strong intrinsic or financial value from back-up power provision.
D) The site is relatively large i.e. (>160MWh p.a.) and is on a network tariff which relatively high peak demand charges. These
factors allow potential for peak demand reduction revenue.
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•

Oversizing solar and selecting tariffs with arbitrage opportunities are both
important for driving battery economics. Bigger batteries coupled with solar PV
provide more back-up power coverage.
KEY INCIDENTAL FINDINGS
On behind-the-meter battery economics
•

Oversized solar (minimum 50% exported) is important for driving increases in energy independence, as well as providing a source of low-cost
energy for tariff arbitrage.

•

Batteries perform poorly on flat tariff structures. At a minimum, all battery projects in this small-business segment should switch to
‘Powercor’s Small Business ToU tariff’ offers a great spread of arbitrage (~16c peak / 3c off-peak) to drive additional value.

•

Larger loads (>160MWh p.a.) than those assessed here are more likely to be on tariffs which are advantageous for peak demand reduction
value from batteries. There is also a potential VEECs/carbon value uplift for larger projects.

On market-facing revenues
•

Switching to wholesale-exposed pricing (with appropriate control system) will allow the battery to capture daily arbitrage and extreme (high
and low) price arbitrage opportunities. Doing this this turbo charges the value capture and makes larger battery sizes more economic than
otherwise. Actual revenues may vary substantially from year-to-year, and additional market risk may be apparent.

•

Market facing activity can come at the expense of behind-the-meter requirements – potentially reducing energy independence and back up
power coverage.

•

FCAS is not likely to be overly lucrative at this smaller-scale but is worth considering if a retailer offers an accessible VPP option in the future.

Backup Power
Bigger batteries lead to more back-up power coverage, in most cases.

•

Coupling with oversized solar PV when islanding is key to extending backup power coverage.

•

Backup power coverage is reduced when the battery is busier performing other activities – for example – wholesale arbitrage.
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•

We recommend proceeding to extrapolation, provided we apply the lessons
of this analysis to increase the likelihood of finding viable opportunities. We
also need to ensure data collection is streamlined moving forward.
NEXT STEPS

• CVGA to review the analysis and provide feedback. Any edits will be incorporated in final
version (should it be required).
• Extrapolation as per the project plan is still recommended, provided that the key lessons
from this analysis are used to select sites which are more likely to be viable.
• CVGA to put forward additional sites for analysis and collect data in appropriate format
and on time. Data collection and preparation was a major factor in the delayed start and
time-consuming analysis here, which we’d need to improve for extrapolation.*
• We’d like to propose an option whereby extrapolation of further sites be undertaken by
CVGA and/or project partners via granting of a Vippy software license to CVGA. This
would allow as many iterations or analyses as required, with instant feedback granted to
stakeholders within the tool. We can provide training and support as needed.
5

*To operate within budget, we typically pass the onus of data collection and preparation to our clients. For
extrapolation to occur within the allotted budget we’d need your co-operation here to prepare and upload the data.

Introduction
Technical & financial analysis

CVGA are assessing the viability of installing batteries with back-up
power at community facilities, with the purpose of achieving bill savings,
improving energy independence, and improving reliability of supply.
PROJECT CONTEXT
• The Central Victoria Greenhouse Alliance (CVGA) represents 11 council areas in regional Victoria.
• CVGA is managing a feasibility analysis of potential community battery projects in their community and has asked
Vippy to support them in delivering the project.
• Reliability of power has been identified as one of the key community concerns, of which a community battery could
be a potential solution.
• Vippy has been asked to assess the suitability of several community facilities for behind-the-meter batteries which
also provide essential community back-up power at times of grid outage.
• 3 sites have been put forward by CVGA for analysis. Vippy has assessed the technical and financial viability of
potential battery solutions at each site, testing a range of sizes and value stacks under different tariff arrangements.
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CVGA has put forward three sites for battery technical and financial
feasibility analysis. An additional ‘generic site’ was assessed with an
‘emergency shelter’ load.
Sites assessed

Gross load
(annual)

Net load (after
solar)

Solar PV installed

Solar kWh
consumed

Export limit?

Daylesford Town
Hall

50.3MWh*

39.9MWh

10kWp*

77%*

-

Kerang Library

32.7MWh

31.8MWh

10kWp*

7%

-

Creswick
Community Hub

33.2MWh*

11.5MWh

20kWp*

88%*

0kVA

Site

Emergency Shelter
(generic)
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n/a

* Estimated or calculated figure, due to missing data

20kWp

n/a

We assessed a range of battery sizes at each site, before ultimately
limiting the analysis to five battery sizes ranging from 13 – 200kWh.
Battery technology sizes and costings

Capacity (kWh)

Power (kW)

Equivalent product

Cost ($/kWh)

X-Small

13

5

Tesla Powerwall x 1

$1000

Small

26

10

Tesla Powerwall x 2

$1000

Medium

50

20

-

$850

Large

100

36.5

Relectrify x1

$850

X-Large

200

73

Relectrify x 2

$850

9

Size

Usable

Continuous

All inclusive ex GST

We assessed a range of scenarios – each with unique factors such as
battery value stack, site tariff selection, and market data.
Scenarios assessed (value stacks, tariffs, datasets)

Scenario name

Battery value stack Tariff

Baseline

Tariff arbitrage
Solar self-consumption
Back up power*

Wholesale (2019) + ToU network
- MID

+ Wholesale arbitrage

Wholesale+ FCAS (2019) - MID

+ Wholesale arbitrage
+ FCAS (6 markets)

Wholesale (2020) - HIGH

+ Wholesale arbitrage

Wholesale (2017) - LOW
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•
•

•

•

Origin anytime
tariff
Shell 2-rate tariff
(Creswick only)

Wholesale
exposed retail
tariff, based on
Amber Electric’s
pricing.
Two-rate
Powercor tariff
(9am-9pm peak
weekdays)

Dataset notes

No datasets used in analysis
•
•

Victorian wholesale price 2019.
This is a ‘mid-high year’ for WS battery earnings, the
most typical of recent 5 years.

•
•

Victorian wholesale price 2019 & FCAS price 2019.
A ‘mid-high’ year for battery WS and FCAS earnings,
the most typical of recent 5 years.

•
•

Victorian wholesale price 2019
A high year for WS battery earnings, the best in the
last 5 years.

•
•

Victorian wholesale price 2019
A low year for WS battery earnings, the lowest in the
last 5 years.

* Back up power not explicitly assessed as a financial value stream in this analysis due to subjective value of back up power.

Site by site analysis
Technical & financial analysis

Daylesford Townhall
Key Findings
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The Daylesford Town Hall is a community hall and events facility is
regional Victoria
ABOUT DAYLESFORD TOWN HALL
Distance from Melbourne:
111km NW
Facilities
• Community events
• Library
Opening hours:
• By appointment / booking
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Daylesford

Daylesford Town Hall has the largest load of the 3 sites. It has a 10kw solar
system installed, with an estimated 50% of generation exported to the
grid.
Net load profile for all days - Pre-Battery – Daylesford Town Hall
Average day
Peak day
All days

Gross load:
50.3MWh*
Net load:
39.9MWh
Solar exports
3.1MWh
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* Estimate (data not available) based on assumed solar generation of 1380kWh/kw

Daylesford

Daylesford Town Hall has the highest bills of all sites, with a flat
rate ‘anytime’ tariff with Origin.
Business as usual bills in Year 1 (no battery)
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Daylesford

When assessing the impact of the battery, revenue is virtually non-existent on
the current tariff. It increases when moving to a wholesale-exposed and ToU
network tariff, and again with the addition of FCAS.
Annual battery revenue (net)
Net revenue in $ (Year 1)

BAU bills (Yr 1)

Substantial revenue uptick
when changing tariffs
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Negative net
revenue due to
O&M costs

Note: Net revenue includes bill savings, net FCAS revenue and ongoing maintenance costs for battery
ToU = Time of Use

$8,907

Under the current Origin tariff, capturing excess solar is the only
value capture opportunity available. However, with such a small
solar system, the battery is rarely called into action.
50kWh battery – Origin Anytime tariff

Very low battery utilisation.

29%

v’s 21% in BAU

Very little uptick in energy independence due to undersized
solar for solar-battery system

Note the battery eliminates
all exports.
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Daylesford

Changing to a wholesale exposed tariff, combined with a network ToU
tariff, works the battery substantially harder to capture more value.
50kWh battery – Origin Anytime tariff

Substantial increase in battery utilisation

22%

v’s 21% in BAU

Lower energy independence due to increase in grid
charging

Energy import/export
Note the jumpy load driven by market-driven battery activity
Big price differential for import versus exports is the
main source of value in this scenario.
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Daylesford

When assessing financials over a 15-year investment horizon, only
the 13kWh battery had a positive NPV in the market facing scenarios
NPV of modelled battery sizes
Net present value in $ (2022)

Break-even point
($0)

Positive NPVs
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Net present value assessed over 15 years @ 3% discount rate.

Close to break even,
but not quite!

Daylesford

From a sustainability perspective, batteries do not offer the Town Hall a
substantial uptick in the site’s energy independence. This is due to the
relatively small solar system exporting only minimal energy.
% of gross load met by solar-battery system (v’s grid)
% of annual load served by solar-battery versus grid – Current tariff scenario.

Energy from grid

29%

21%

Energy from PV - BESS
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Only minimal gain in independence due
to undersized solar PV for batteries.

Daylesford

We assessed the amount of back up power a battery could provide the
site should a random outage occur. A 50kWh battery would reliably
provide 4hr coverage all year (>95%) and 8hrs outside of winter (>90%)
Backup power duration – 50kWh – current tariff
% of intervals in month, where X hours of backup power is met, should random outage occur

Up to 4hrs backup reliably all year.

Up to 8hrs likely outside of winter
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Daylesford

The same battery on a wholesale exposed tariff has substantially lower
back up power capability. It is more likely to have a lower state-ofcharge, owing to higher utilisation.
Backup power duration – 50kWh – Wholesale tariff (2019) + ToU Network tariff
% of intervals in month, where X hours of backup power is met, should random outage occur at anytime.

On wholesale tariff
Up to 2hrs backup likely all year.
Up to 8hrs only 20-45% likely depending
on season.
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*Assumes assumes battery cannot pre-charge before a random outage through predicting it’s likelihood.

Daylesford

The XL 200kWh battery is highly likely to meet 24hrs back up duration in
summer, with a 50% likelihood in winter.
Backup power duration – 200kWh – current tariff
% of intervals in month, where X hours of backup power is met, should random outage occur at anytime.
24hrs
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*Assumes assumes battery cannot pre-charge before a random outage through predicting it’s likelihood.

Daylesford

If Daylesford could deploy 20kW of new solar with the 200kWh battery,
emergency power would be available for a likely minimum duration of
24hrs, year-round.
Backup power duration – 200kWh – current tariff
% of intervals in month, where X hours of backup power is met, should random outage occur at anytime.

24hrs
72hrs
48hrs
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168hrs (7 days)

*Assumes assumes battery cannot pre-charge before a random outage through predicting it’s likelihood.

Daylesford Town Hall presents a potentially suitable location for a
community battery, particularly if more solar can be added and/or if
back up power is desirable.
SUMMARY
• Daylesford Town Hall is not a viable site for a battery when considering financials alone (except for the
13kWh battery which was viable in market facing scenarios)
• The relatively small solar system (10kW) does not export sufficient energy to allow much uplift in
energy independence, nor solar-related arbitrage. Whilst not assessed here, adding more PV to the
site would improve battery viability and reduce grid consumption.
• Up to 8 hours of back up could be reliably provided by a 50kWh battery for most of the year. The
amount of back-up power coverage reduces considerably when the battery is market-facing.
• We recommend further investigation into installing a battery at the site, if one or more of these
conditions are met:
• A) more solar PV can be added
• B) The site can be switched to ToU network tariffs, and ideally wholesale price exposed tariffs*
• C) The site places a strong value on back up power
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*This comes with risks which need to be managed.

Kerang Library
Key Findings
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The Kerang Library (Sir John Gorton Library) is a library and
community facility is Kerang, Victoria
ABOUT KERANG LIBRARY
Distance from Melbourne:
280km NW
Facilities
• Community events
• Library
Opening hours:
• M-F 10am-5pm
• Sa 10 -12am
• Su Closed
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Kerang

Kerang Library has a moderate load but relatively low daytime usage.
It has a 10kw solar system installed, with most solar exported to the grid (93%).
Net load profile for all days - Pre-Battery – Kerang Library
Average day
Peak day
All days

Gross load:
32.8MWh
Net load:
31.8MWh
Solar exports
12.8MWh
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Comprises 93% of generation which is highly unusual. See ‘Data
issues uncovered during modelling’ for possible explainations

Kerang

Kerang Library has the second highest bills of the three sites in the BAU
(pre-battery) case. It has a two-rate time of use tariff with Shell, with a
9am – 9pm peak tariff window on weekdays.
Business as usual bills in Year 1 (no battery)
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Kerang

When assessing a battery, bill savings are muted until the tariff turns
wholesale exposed, after which they increase in line with storage
capacity.
Annual battery revenue (net)
Net revenue in $ (Year 1)

BAU bills (Yr 1)

Very little revenue
potential exists on
the existing tariff
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Note: Net revenue includes bill savings, net FCAS revenue and maintenance costs for battery

$6,650

Kerang

However, bill savings are much healthier with an additional 20kW solar
PV installed.
Annual solar + battery revenue (net)
Net revenue in $ (Year 1)

On the current tariff, revenues
taper off above 50kWh battery
size as the extra capacity has
’nothing to do’.

BAU bills (Yr 1)
$6,650

Addition of PV increases
bills savings considerably
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Note: Net revenue includes bill savings, net FCAS revenue and maintenance costs for solar + battery

Kerang

Kerang’s electricity bills can reach net negative if a battery is deployed
with a range of supporting actions, such as more solar PV, changing to
wholesale exposed and ToU tariffs, and tapping FCAS value
Incremental value pool analysis of 50kWh battery – Kerang.

$0
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Kerang

Through a strictly financial lens, adding a battery is not a viable investment
for Kerang Library (with the exception of the 13kWh market facing batteries).
NPV of modelled battery sizes
Net present value in $ (2022)

Break-even point
$0

The 13kWh
batteries are
viable in market
scenarios.
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Net present value assessed over 15 years @ 3% discount rate.

Kerang

However, when assessing the combined solar + battery investment, sizes
up to 50kWh are viable if market revenues are included.
NPV of modelled battery sizes
Net present value in $ (2022)

Break-even point
$0

The 13kWh
batteries are
viable in all
scenarios.
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Net present value assessed over 15 years @ 3% discount rate.

All sizes to 50kWh
batteries are viable
in market
scenarios.

Kerang

From a sustainability perspective, batteries offer a gain in energy
independence when solar is oversized, as demonstrated by the addition
of 20kW of new solar on the right-hand chart.
% of gross load met by solar-battery system (v’s grid)
% of annual load served by solar-battery versus grid – Current tariff scenario.

GRID

GRID

Only minimal gain in independence
when solar is small

41%

Big gain in independence which solar is
oversized.

25%

3%
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PV-BESS

10KW PV (CURRENT SYSTEM)

PV-BESS

30KW PV (10 + 20KW NEW)

70%

Kerang

Assessing back up power, the 50kWh battery does fairly well at
covering a short term outage (1-8hrs), particularly in summer
Backup power duration – Kerang – 50kWh – Current tariff
% of intervals in month, where X hours of backup power is met, should random outage occur at anytime.
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Kerang

The addition of 20kW PV extends the 50kWh battery back-up
coverage, especially in summer.
Backup power duration – Kerang – 50kWh + 20kW PV – Current tariff
% of intervals in month, where X hours of backup power is met, should random outage occur at anytime.
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Kerang

Kerang is similar to Daylesford in that it’s marginally uneconomic for most
battery sizes. However, if batteries and solar PV can be installed in combination
with tariff changes, projects up to 50kWh in size are financially viable.
SUMMARY
• Kerang Library is not a viable site for a battery when considering financials alone (except for the
13kWh battery which was viable in market facing scenarios). Daylesford and Kerang rank roughly on
par here.
• Kerang has roof capacity for additional solar PV which would substantially improve the financial
investment return and make the site viable for sizes up to 50kWh on economics alone under the
market-facing tariffs*.
• Solar + batteries would substantially increase the energy independence of the site to 50-70%.
• Backup power coverage is marginally less than the other sites in winter, but still 1-2 hours can be met
reliably all year with a 50kWh battery.
• We recommend further investigation into installing a battery if one or more of these conditions are met
• A) more solar PV can be added
• B) The site can be switched to ToU network tariffs, and ideally wholesale price exposed tariffs*
• C) The site places a strong value on back up power
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*This comes with market risks which need to be managed.

Cressy Hub
Key Findings
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The Creswick Hub (dubbed Cressy Hub) is a community library and
events facility is Creswick, Victoria
ABOUT CRESSY HUB
Distance from Melbourne:
122km NW
Facilities
• Community events
• Library
Opening hours:
• M-F 9am-5pm
• Sa 9 -12am
• Su Closed
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Creswick

Cressy Hub has a medium load and a 20kW solar system. The site
appears to have no export capability.
Net load profile for all days - Pre-Battery – Cressy Hub
Average day
Peak day
All days

Gross load:
33.17MWh*
Net load:
11.55MWh
Solar exports clipped
5.4MWh *
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* Estimate (data not available) based on 80% of estimated solar generation being consumed

Creswick

Cressy Hub has the lowest energy bills of the three sites at approx.
$3000 per annum. It has a flat ‘anytime’ tariff with Origin.
Business as usual bills in Year 1 (no battery)
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Creswick

When assessing the impact of the battery on bills, revenue is negative
on current tariffs with a 0kVA export limit, owing to the complete lack of
earning opportunities.
Annual battery revenue – 0kVA export limit
Net revenue in $ (Year 1)

BAU bills (Yr 1)
$2,965

Negative revenue: For all sizes, O&M
costs exceeds value from capturing
otherwise clipped PV
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Creswick

However, when the the export limit is relaxed to 30kVA, batteries can
earn more revenue, particularly when market facing revenues are
available.
Annual battery revenue (net) – 30kVA export limit
Net revenue in $ (Year 1)

Market revenues do
substantially better once
export limits are relaxed.

BAU bills (Yr 1)
$2,965

Very low revenue still on
current Origin tariff.
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Note: Net revenue includes bill savings, net FCAS revenue and ongoing maintenance costs for battery

Creswick

A battery is not a particularly good investment at Cressy Hub
when assessing financials alone.
NPV of modelled battery sizes – 0kVA export limit / 30kVA export limit
Net present value in $ (2022)

Break-even point
$0
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Net present value assessed over 15 years @ 3% discount rate.

Creswick

From a sustainability perspective, batteries appear to drive energy
independence nicely upwards, but a data issue may be making this
appear better that reality.
% of gross load met by solar-battery system (v’s grid)
% of annual load served by solar-battery versus grid – Current tariff. 0kVA export scenario.

GRID

65%

ENERGY FROM PV-BESS
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86%

Potential data issue identified.
The energy independence in the ‘nobattery’ case is relatively high for a solar
system, even at a business with good
load matching.
It could be correct, but more likely it
point to a data issue, most likely related
to the actual solar PV size being larger
than what we’ve modelled. (Based on
publicly available information, we’ve
assumed a 10kW(DC) solar PV size to
back calculate the gross load).

Creswick

Assessing back up power, the 50kWh battery does well at providing up to
8hrs of back up for the majority of the year, with 24hrs likely in summer.
Backup power duration – Cressy – 50kWh – 0kVA export limit
% of intervals in month, where X hours of backup power is met, should random outage occur at anytime.

4hrs

8hrs

24hrs

48hrs

72hrs
168hrs
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Creswick

There isn’t a huge change in back up power available when relaxing
the export limit at the Cressy site.
Backup power duration – Cressy – 50kWh – 30kVA export limit
% of intervals in month, where X hours of backup power is met, should random outage occur at anytime.
4hrs
8hrs
24hrs

48hrs

72hrs

168hrs
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Creswick

Cressy Hub does not present a viable site to deploy a community
battery.
SUMMARY

• Cressy Hub is the least viable of the three sites assessed
• We do not recommend installing batteries at Cressy for financial or sustainability reasons.
• Energy independence is already high, at an estimated 65%. Possible data issues were
present at Cressy, which may be affecting this estimate.
• At a minimum, we suggest attempting to relax the export limit to reduce solar curtailment,
should the network permit.
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Emergency Shelter
Key Findings
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Shelter

The ’emergency shelter’ load was created to reflect a community
support centre which provides essential power, food and shelter
for approximately 100 people.
Net load profile for all days when in use - Pre-Battery – Emergency Shelter
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Shelter

The ’emergency shelter’ load is assumed to consume an average of
134kWh a day in emergency mode, with more on hot or cold days due to
HVAC load.
Load assumptions – emergency shelter

Breakdown of usage assumptions
HVAC

kWh/day
96

Electronics charging

6

Commercial kitchen

20

Other

12

Total daily average
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134

Shelter

20kW PV + 200kWh of battery storage would provide at least 24 hours of
days of reliable storage year round, with 72 hours coverage typical in
summer.
Backup power duration – Emergency Shelter – 20kW PV + 200kWh
% of intervals in month, where X hours of backup power is met, should random outage occur at anytime.

24hrs

48hrs
72hrs

168hrs
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Shelter

40kW PV + 200kWh battery would reliably provide 72hrs backup
coverage in in winter with 168hrs (7 days) coverage likely in summer.
Backup power duration – Emergency Shelter – 200kWh BESS + 40kW PV
% of intervals in month, where X hours of backup power is met, should random outage occur at anytime.

48hrs
72hrs

168hrs
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Shelter

Solar and batteries can provide ample back up power for a
potential emergency shelter.
SUMMARY

• Depending on the needs and seasonality of the emergency shelter, the analysis shows that
a solar and battery system (with back up and islanding capability) can adequately provide
multiple days of essential back up power for most of the year without requiring a generator.
• This exploratory analysis is generic in nature and should not be relied on for any specific
site.
• More detailed load and engineering modelling is required prior to proceeding to an
investment in back-up power provision for an emergency shelter.
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*Depending on the needs of the site, a back up generator may still be required.

Further analysis
Technical & financial analysis

Investment outcomes are sensitive to changes in wholesale prices and
price volatility, which can vary from year to year. Actual outcomes may
perform better (or worse) than those modelling here.
MARKET SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
NET PRESENT VALUE OF BATTERIES IF A CERTAIN WHOLESALE YEAR WAS REPEATED FOR ALL YEARS
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DAYLESFORD

Wholesale (2019)

Wholesale (2020)

Wholesale (2017)

13 kWh

$438

$16,752

$2,366

26 kWh
50 kWh

-$4,459

$10,098

-$7,057

-$8,481

$2,969

-$19,005

100 kWh

-$32,646

-$28,327

-$58,854

200 kWh

-$84,278

-$94,310

-$143,723

KERANG

Wholesale (2019)

Wholesale (2020)

Wholesale (2017)

13 kWh
26 kWh
50 kWh
100 kWh
200 kWh

$212

$6,639

$8,523

-$5,681

-$932

-$2,346

-$9,845

-$8,410

-$15,777

-$32,696

-$37,765

-$55,605

-$81,639

-$100,615

-$140,925

Default data used in
wholesale tariff analysis

About wholesale datasets
Unless alternative data is provided, we
use historic years as default to provide
provide guidance on value capture from
wholesale arbitrage. In no way does this
constitute a forecast.
We recommend all clients purchase an
interval grade forecast from a reputable
third-party and confirm forecast
assumptions prior to investment.
We used 2019 in our default ‘WS price’
analysis as it offered conservative
assessment if revenue, that on average,
represented a mid-point of the last 5
years for battery value capture.

Typically, about half of all wholesale earnings comes from a handful of extreme price
events during the year. For example, in the main wholesale dataset assessed (Vic 2019)
approximately 50% market earnings came from just two days of the year.
BATTERY STATE OF CHARGE VERSUS WHOLESALE MARKET PRICE – JANUARY 27.

Daylesford 50kWh battery – Wholesale 2019 scenario

The battery takes advantage of the volatile
price to maximise repeatedly charge and
discharge to maximise earnings.

Note: The remainder of wholesale value
capture typically comes from lower value
arbitrage activity which occurs on a more
regular basis (i.e. daily)
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FCAS revenues are relatively low (compared to wholesale arbitrage) due
to several factors which derate customer FCAS earnings at such a small
scale of project.
Earnings by value stream – Kerang Library – 20kW PV + 50kWh – WS + FCAS scenario
Year 1 earnings $

FCAS accounted for a small proportion of revenue
when included.

FCAS 11%
Arbitrage
Wholesale
21%

Arbitrage ToU
20%
Factors reducing FCAS revenue:
Droop Setting: 42%. The AEMO applied revenue derating discount FCAS participation from smaller battery systems.
FCAS proponent revenue share: 30%. The earnings commission for the aggregators + controls provider.
FCAS year-on-year revenue de-escator: -15% p.a. The assumed annual year-on-year reduction in earnings potential from FCAS.

Solar to load
36%

Solar export
12%

Assumptions
Technical & financial analysis

Several data challenges were identified when undertaking the
modelling.
Data issues uncovered when modelling

Site
Daylesford Town
Hall
Creswick
Community Hub

Data issues
•

The interval data provided was affected by Covid lockdowns, being the 12 months from December 2019. Scaling to
remove this impact was not possible as load was net of solar PV.

•

No interval data was provided for solar exports and there was no feed-in-tariff on the power bills provided. It was
assumed that solar export are constrained to 0kVa. We still simulated a scenario where exports limits were relaxed
to 30kVA. whereby generation was set at 1380kWh/kWp in year 1 and 80% was consumed on site.
The interval data provided was affected by Covid lockdowns, being the 12 months from December 2019. Scaling to
remove this impact was not possible as load was net of solar PV.

•
•

Kerang Library
Emergency Shelter
(generic)
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•

•

We have modelled the data as provided, but unusually only 7% of solar generated is consumed onsite. There
appears to be an unusually low daytime load at Kerang. One potential reason is the size provided of 10kWp is
actually a 20kWp system, or else the metering is incorrectly set up at the site and is double counting solar.
The data has been corrected to account for Covid lockdowns, by stitching together July-Dec 2019, with Jan – Jun
2021 to create a full 12 months of data.
No load data for an emergency shelter provided. The data was generated by taking a HVAC dominant load profile
and scaled to the estimated kWh load.

Technical & financial assumptions
Various
13 / 26 / 50 / 100 / 200 kWh (usable)
Power (continuous max)

(New PV)

5 / 10 / 20 / 36.5 / 73
$1000 / $850

Financial

Export limit default
Export limit adjustment cost
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$2500 capex (0 - > 30kVA)

Shell 2-rate Tariff (Kerang)
Tariff data
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Origin Anytime Tariff (Creswick + Daylesford)
Tariff data
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Amber (wholesale exposed tariff) and Powercor Small Business ToU
tariff.
Tariff Data

These two tariffs are used together in the analysis as a quasi
‘unbundled’ tariff.
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